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1) President / Président
Tamara Woroby, Johns Hopkins SAIS / Towson University

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation
Year of ICCS Membership/Année d'adhésion CIEC
1971

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes (number/nombre)
50

4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)
500

5) Web site / Site Web
www.acsus.org

6) Activities / Activités

a) Academic / académiques
b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)
c) Cultural / culturelles

Northern Sovereignty
In June, ACSUS partnered with Western Washington University, the University of Washington, Trent University, on a Northern Sovereignty symposium in Washington, DC. This workshop sought to engage, broaden and deepen understanding of Canadian Northern Sovereignty issues among a key group of academics specializing in border and territorial issues.

THOMAS O. ENDERS SYMPOSIUM – THE US-CANADA RELATIONSHIP AS SEEN FROM SOUTH OF THE BORDER
In October 2010 the biennial Enders Symposium was sponsored by ACSUS and the Thomas O. Enders Foundation, at the University of Washington. Papers included: A Model Environmental Nation? Canada as a Case Study for Informing U.S. Environmental Policy Research; Making Stuff Together: An Examination of North. America’s Auto Industry Convergence or Divergence? Recent Developments in Crime Policies in Canada and the United States; Reading North Through the One-Way Mirror: Canadian Literature from Down Under

Outreach. Primary focus in 2010/11 has been outreach related to planning for the ACSUS biennial conference in Ottawa this November, including the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council; the National Capital Commission (Ottawa); Privy Council Office; Policy Research Initiative; US Embassy Ottawa; the Confederation of Humanities and Social Sciences; Ontario Centre for Research and Innovation; and more than 100 Learned Societies in the US and Canada.

ACANS publishes its journal with Routledge. The entire digital archive of ARCS is now online.

Two recent theme issues are: "Canada’s Commitment to Afghanistan" (V40 n2) and “Culture and the Canada-US Border” (V40 n.3).

Lament for America: Decline of the Superpower, Plan for Renewal, by Earl H. Fry, the University of Toronto Press, Higher Education Division. Fry is a former ACSUS President. The book explores the major challenges to the status of the United States as a world superpower and offers concrete recommendations for renewal in areas such as defense policy, health care, education, and the environment.

Occasional Papers on Public Policy series
The electronic, peer-reviewed Occasional Papers on Public Policy series is designed to highlight ongoing policy relevant research in Canadian domestic and foreign policy, and at the federal, provincial, and city level.

Canadian Studies in the New Millenium
This introductory text offers a thorough and accessible approach to Canadian Studies through comparative analyses of Canada and the United States, their histories,
geographies, political systems, economies, and cultures. At a time in which there is a growing mutual dependence between the U.S. and Canada for security, trade, and investment, this text is an ideal tool for understanding the close relationship between the two countries, and their differing views.

**ACSUS e-dition**—monthly e-zine on latest developments and activity in the field.

**Canadian Leadership Orientation Seminar in Ottawa and Montréal for US MBA Students**

Each year, twenty students from top MBA programs from across the United States and Mexico are selected to participate in this experience. The program involves high level briefings by Canadian political and business leaders and company visits in both Ottawa and Montreal. The Canadian Leadership Orientation Program for US MBA students is designed to familiarize the next generation of American business leaders with Canada, the United States’ largest trading partner. The program involves panel sessions and briefings on Canada’s economic, industrial structure and financial market structure, the U.S. market and investment strategies of Canadian companies and Canadian market and investment strategies of U.S. companies in Canada, Canadian business practices and Canada-U.S. political and trade relations. It also involves visits to a number of leading Canadian corporations and U.S. subsidiaries.

**ACSUS THOMAS O. ENDERS GRADUATE STUDENT FELLOWSHIP COMPETITION**

The fellowship encourages in depth inclusion of Canadian content in comparative research/projects that have policy relevance for Canada-U.S. relations as well as Canadian social, economic, political, security, and quality of life issues. Successful candidates spend 4-6 weeks at a Canadian University, research site or business other than their own, conducting research related to their thesis, dissertation or graduate work in the field of Canadian Studies. Recent fellows have researched the following topics:

**Northern Sovereignty**

In June, ACSUS partnered with Western Washington University, the University of Washington, Trent University, on a Northern Sovereignty symposium in Washington, DC. This workshop sought to engage, broaden and deepen understanding of Canadian Northern Sovereignty issues among a key group of academics specializing in border and territorial issues.

**Canadian Leadership Orientation for Business Students**

A week long orientation in Ottawa and Montreal for US and Mexican MBAs to raise awareness of the bilateral trade and economic partnership. In partnership with the University of Ottawa and HEC Montreal.

ACSUS has entered into an agreement with the *British Journal of Canadian Studies* – facilitated by Routledge, to promote key articles in one another’s journals.

**Thomas O. Enders Symposium on Canada-US Relations**

Reviews current policy issues influencing bilateral relations. In partnership with Western Washington University and the University of Washington.

**Fund for the Arts**

The program is designed to stimulate US academic institutions to organize more symposia, roundtables, conferences, public lectures and authors’ appearances in literature, the performing and visual arts, with the aim of promoting Canada through cultural events. Recent projects include: *Creativity and Community Wellbeing: Robert Davidson*. The presentation will highlight the way in which art serves as a powerful bridge—especially for young indigenous people—between tradition and future. *“Porous Nations? Migrants, Transnationals and Illegals in the Cinemas of the*
Maghreb, Quebec and France.”

2011 Thomas O. Enders fellowship was awarded to Michael Luthy, Bellarmine University. Project title: Entrepreneurial marketing and the role of modern embassies.

ACSU Advisory councilor, David Staines, receives Order of Canada.

- Border studies
- Northern/Arctic Studies.
- NAFTA 20 years on: participation from civil society, business, arts/cultural communities to begin a dialogue on NAFTA.
- Latin America: learning from Canada’s approach to the US
- Cross-border governance in North America
- Comparative study of urban/city planning
- Canada-US and continental research linkages—international education and innovation.

**Biennial Conference OTTAWA: A CAPITAL CITY—ACSU 40TH ANNIVERSARY CONFERENCE**


**Themes:**

Quebec’s Plan Nord—how are indigenous people adapting to climate change in the North.

Canadian Competitiveness “Why Canada” featuring continental research linkages with NEH/NSF, and focusing on the Digging for Data initiative

Urban Planning—City of Ottawa 50 year master plan for the National Capital Region and 100 year planning exercise with City of Ottawa and the City of Gatineau Ottawa and the City of Gatineau. This broader focus will also address the important sensibilities of the bilingual and biprovincial nature of the region.

Green energy/waste management--Ontario Center for Research and Innovation will coordinate a tour of the Plasco waste management recycling site to profile Ottawa innovation.

Quebec-New York Economic Summit

(1) outcome of existing research collaboration between NY/Quebec institutions; (2) highlight current research collaboration on border security between QB and NY; (3) roundtable on how to stimulate more research collaboration

ACSU Celebrates 40th Anniversary at Biennial Conference in Ottawa, November 16-20, 2011: "Ottawa: A Capital City”.

Western Washington University Celebrates 40th Anniversary with a two day conference.

Gary Doer, Canadian Ambassador to the U.S., and David Wilkins, former U.S. Ambassador to Canada open Canadian Studies Center at Clemson University, South Carolina’s first university-based center dedicated to the study of U.S. – Canadian relations.

ACSU Executive Director, David Archibald, interviewed by Macleans magazine / appointed to Transition Advisory Team for the North American Portal project, alongside Ambassador Michael Kergin.

David Rossiter Appointed Editor of ARCS
### British Association for Canadian Studies

**Association britannique d’études canadiennes**

**2011**

1) **President / Président**

**President 2008-2011:**
Dr Steve Hewitt  
American and Canadian Studies  
University of Birmingham  
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 2TT  
s.r.hewitt@bham.ac.uk

**Past-President**
Dr Susan Hodgett  
sl.hodgett@ulster.ac.uk

2) **Year of Foundation / Année de fondation**

Year of ICCS Membership/Année d’adhésion CIEC
1975

3) **Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes (number/nombre)**

**Centres:** Edinburgh, Leeds, Queen’s University Belfast, Ulster, Nottingham, Birmingham, London (Institute for the Study of the Americas/Institute for Commonwealth Studies), Cambridge, Canterbury Christ Church, Hull.

**Regional groupings:** London Canadian Studies Association (LoCSA); Canadian Studies in Wales Group.

4) **Members / Membres (number/nombre)**

Individual: 304  
Institutional: 65

5) **Web site / Site Web**

[www.canadian-studies.net](http://www.canadian-studies.net)  
[https://sites.google.com/site/bacsconference2012/](https://sites.google.com/site/bacsconference2012/)

The BACS website includes Access Canada, the web portal for Canadian Studies in the UK.

6) **Activities / Activités**

a) Academic / académiques
b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)

BACS 36th annual conference, *Peace and (In)Security: Canada’s Promise, Canada’s Problem*, 4-6 April 2011, University of Birmingham. Keynote speakers: Professor Louis Balthazar (Laval), Professor Claude Denis (Ottawa), Professor Steve Royle (Belfast), Ms Kate Pullinger (author), Dr Susan Hodgett (Presidential Address); 30th anniversary of the Conference Book Display. 115 delegates and 71 papers.

BACS Business Group Conference, *Competition Policy and the Public Interest*, in collaboration with the London Canadian Studies Association (LoCSA), 21 June 2010, Canada House, London. Keynote speaker: Professor John Bridgeman CBE (formerly Director General of Fair Trading, MD Alcan; contributions from: Bert Foer, President, American Antitrust Institute; Professor John Kay, London Business School/Director, Institute for Fiscal Studies/London Economics; Professor Alan Riley, City University Law School/Res Publica; Dr Paul Gorecki, Economic and Social Research Institute, Dublin (formerly with Economic Council of Canada); James Lowman, Association of Convenience Stores; Barry Lynn, New America Foundation; Michael Hallsworth: Institute for Government, London.

Legal Studies Group conference, *In Search of the Sources: Canadian Legal History in British Sources*, 24 June 2010, Canada House, London. Participating organisations included the Bentham Project, the British Library, the National Archives, the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies Library, the Institute of Commonwealth Studies Library. The proceedings will be published.
History and Politics Group annual conference, *The North Atlantic Triangle*, 16 July 2010, Senate House, London. Presenters: Tony McCulloch, Canterbury Christ Church University; David Haglund, Queen's University, Kingston; David Woolner, Roosevelt Institute, Hyde Park, and Marist College; Galen Perras, University of Ottawa; Alan Dobson, University of Dundee; Hector Mackenzie, DFUN, Ottawa, and Carleton University; Lara Silver, University of British Columbia; Michael Carroll, Grant MacEwan University; J.J. Jockel, St Lawrence University. Proceedings to be published.

7) Publications (books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

Heather Norris Nicholson (ed.) *British Journal of Canadian Studies*, volume 23

*BACS E-News*, monthly, ed. Jodie Robson


8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes (Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Evénements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

*ENCS Seminar for Graduate Students 2010*:
Ashley Harper, University of Strathclyde
Jacky Moore, Canterbury Christ Church University

BACS works closely with a number of institutions including the Eccles Centre at the British Library (including the annual Eccles Lecture, now a regular feature of the BACS Conference), the Institute for the Study of the Americas (with whom it collaborated over a joint conference with the Spanish Association for Canadian Studies in May 2010).

Past-President Susan Hodgett is Chair of UK Council for Area Studies Associations and in 2010, Alan Hallsworth and Rachel Killick were board members of the Foundation for Canadian Studies in the UK. Rachel Killick is an Executive Committee member of the Association internationale des études québécoises.

BACS maintains links with a number of other subject associations, sharing and disseminating information by means of Lists, newsletters and websites.

9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l'association. Prix reçus par les membres de l'association (including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

*BACS Travel Award*: John Harries, University of Edinburgh, *The Mi’kmaq memories of the Beothuk past*.


11) Research / Recherches

a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherches principaux et projets
b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
c) outcomes / résultats

The BACS Library and Resources Group is considering its next project, which is likely to involve the addition of Web 2.0 functionality to Access Canada.

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir

15 July 2011, BACS History and Politics Group annual conference, Canada’s Special Relationships, Senate House, London.

BACS Legal Studies Group annual conference, Non-Proliferation and Nuclear Disarmament: Canada’s Role in Effective Engagement and Progressive Action.

12 September 2011: Where is Here Now? Canadian Literary Study in the 21st Century, day conference organised by the BACS Literature Group in association with the Eccles Centre for American Studies, British Library.


The British Journal of Canadian Studies has been relaunched with the publication of Volume 24, with a new cover and interior design and will be moving to online submission through ScholarOne during the course of 2011.

In 2010 BACS member and Past President Coral Ann Howells, Professor Emerita of the University of Reading and Senior Research Fellow of the University of London, was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada.
HARTEL Hélène

1976
1981 : L’AFEC est Membre fondateur du CIEC.
18
415
www.afec33.asso.fr


DANS LES CENTRES D’ÉTUDES CANADIENNES

- CEC PARIS 3

- CEC DE NICE :
17 sept. 2010 : à l’UFR Espaces et cultures de l’Université de Nice-Sophia Antipolis, “Study Tour” : La diversité culturelle canadienne, organisé, dans le cadre de l’Université ouverte des Humanités créée en 2010 par DENIS FOX, le directeur du CECC.

- IDA, PARIS :

- CEC DE GRENOBLE :

- CEC DE BORDEAUX

- CEC PARIS 1

- CEC DE NANTES
3-5 mars 2011 : le premier colloque du réseau des Universités de Nantes, La Rochelle, Ottawa et du Québec à Montréal : Les immigrants français au Canada à l’époque de la Grande Migration transatlantique (1870-1914), s’est déroulé à Nantes, organisé par FRANÇOISE LE JEUNE
directrice du CEC, avec la participation de Leslie Choquette (USA) des Professeurs Yves Frenette, Paul-André Linteau et Didier Poton (La Rochelle). La manifestation suivante est prévue à Ottawa en septembre 2012.

- **CEC DE STRASBOURG**
  11-12 mars 2011: colloque international : Communautés imaginaires, patries réinventées : regards nouveaux sur les écrits américains et canadiens des minorités et de l’exil, organisé à l’Université de Strasbourg, par Charlotte Sturgess du Centre d’études canadiennes en partenariat avec Monica Manolescu de l’équipe de recherche (EA 2325).

**PUBLICATIONS DE L’AFEC**
  **N.B.** Nous mentionnons cette année la visibilité de notre revue. Selon l’entière signée par l’AFEC (en 2004) avec l’UNEQ qui a numérisé les articles de la revue, notre revue est consultable dans la banque de données de l’U (www.litterature.org).
- *La FeuilleAFEC*, (électronique) : n° 27 à 34.

**PUBLICATIONS DES MEMBRES DE L’AFEC**
Livres (sélection)

L’AFEC a participé au Study Tour 2010

90 doctorats en cours 38 soutenus.
112 accords et conventions.

> Collaboration entre le CEC de Grenoble et le Centre Jacques Cartier : Conférence sur l’Arctique à Lyon en nov.2010.
> Participation de la Présidente Hélène Harter à la conférence de GIKS à Graigneau du 25 au 27 février 2011.
> Partenariat entre l’Université Paris 1 et l’Université de Nantes pour la participation du professeur Yves Frenette aux activités des 2 universités.

**1. PREMIER PRIX DE THESE DE L’AFEC** : Décerné à Céline Petit pour la thèse intitulée : "Jouer pour être heureux : pratiques ludiques et impressions du jeu chez les Inuit de la région d’Igloolik (Arctique oriental canadien), du 19e siècle à nos jours", dirigée en co-tutelle par Michèle Therrien professeur à l’INALCO, Paris ; et Frédéric Lagrand professeur à l’Université Laval.

**2. PRIX DE MASTER DE L’AFEC** : Devant l’excellence des dossiers, le jury a décéré en 2011, à l’unanimité 2 prix de Master.
- Quentin Erhmann-Curtat pour son travail sur "Bob Harris Xi’xa’ Neyus, Maître sculpteur Kwakwaka’wakw" dirigé par Brigitte Derlon.
de l'EHESS, Paris.
- **ANNE-LAURE MERCIER** (Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon), pour son travail : "THE INTEGRATION OF THE CHINESE COMMUNITY IN TORONTO", dirigé par **JEAN-MICHEL LACROIX** de l'Université Paris 3 Sorbonne.

**CONCOURS RIR:** Un projet a été retenu sur trois soutenus par l'AFEC, il s'agit de : "LE PROJET DE PAYSAGE ET L'ESPACE URBAIN : MODÈLES, RÉPRESENTATIONS, CIRCULATION DES SAVOIRS ET DES SAVOIR-FÂRE ENTRE LA FRANCE ET LE CANADA (XIXE-XXIe SIÈCLES)", présenté par le Laboratoire de recherche de l'école nationale du paysage de Versailles (LAREP), dirigé par **CATHERINE CHOMARAT-RUZI**.

**BOURSE DE RÉDACTION DE THÈSE DU CIEC:** **ESTELLE CAMBE** a reçu une bourse pour le travail de rédaction de sa thèse intitulée : "RAPPORTS INSTITUTIONNELS ET CONDITIONS D'EMERGENCE LITTÉRAIRE AU MANITOBA FRANÇAIS".

- L'AFEC a obtenu une BCS (bourse de complément de spécialisation) pour **ARNAUD HÜFNER** de l'Université de Valenciennes.
- **DEUX BRD** (bourse de recherches doctorales) pour **PIERRE-ALEXANDRE BEYLER** de l'Université Paris 3 Sorbonne et pour **QUENTIN ERGMANN-CURAT** de l'École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (EHESS), Paris.

**RÉSULTAT:** Colloque sur l'Arctique du CEC de Grenoble dans le cadre des 35e Entretiens Jacques Cartier à Lyon (voir plus haut).

**PROJET:** Colloque retour du réseau des Universités de Nantes, La Rochelle, Ottawa et du Québec à Montréal, en 2012 à Ottawa.

- 7-9 juin 2011 Univ. Rouen, Colloque de l'ERIAC : **LE MÊME ET L'AUTRE** Organisation en collaboration avec l'IpEC co-dirigé par **CÉCILE FOUACHE**.
- 10-11 septembre 2011, Univ. Grenoble: "LE CANADA, 10 ANS APRÈS LE 11 SEPTEMBRE/LIVING TOGETHER CANADA, 10 YEARS AFTER SEPTEMBER 11"

**17-18, 19 novembre 2011, Univ. Rennes:** Colloque annuel de l'Institut des Amériques (IdA), organisé par le Gis Institut des Amériques Rennes : « REPENSER LES INTÉGRATIONS RÉGIONALES DANS LES AMÉRIQUES AU PRISME DE LA PERSONNE ».
[http://www2.institutdesamericains.fr/ger_transamerica/detial_dev.php?id=8118](http://www2.institutdesamericains.fr/ger_transamerica/detial_dev.php?id=8118)
- **L'Institut des Amériques (IdA)** s'est installé en mars 2011 au 175 rue du Chevaleret à Paris dans le 13e arrêt près de la BNF et l'AFEC y dispose désormais de locaux. C'est l'aboutissement de plusieurs années de travail sur le projet, grâce surtout à l'énergie déployée par le Recteur Jean-Michel LaCroix, ancien président de l'AFEC et du CIEC et à son suivi rigoureux des dossiers.
Italian Association for Canadian Studies
Association italienne d’études Canadiennes
Japanese Association for Canadian Studies
Association japonaise d’études canadiennes

2011

1) President / Président
Kimihiko Sugimoto

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation
Year of ICCS Membership/Année d’adhésion CIEC
founded as Nihon Kanada Kenkyu-kai (the Japanese Society of Canadian Studies) in 1977 and evolved as Nihon Kanada Gakkai (the Japanese Association for Canadian Studies) in 1978

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
Osaka Gakuin University (Headquarter) and 3 Canadian Studies Centres (Institute of Canadian Studies at Meiji University, Institute of American and Canadian Studies at Sophia University, Canadian Studies Project, Institute of Regional Studies at Kagoshima International University)

4) Members / Membres
400

5) Web site / Site Web
http://www.jacs.jp/

6) Activities / Activités
a) Academic / académiques
b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)
c) Cultural / culturelles

7) Publications
(c) Newsletter: No. 87 (May, 2010), No. 88 (December, 2010) and No. 89 (March, 2011)
(d) Proceedings: (1) The program and summary of the 35th Annual Conference of the Japanese Association for Canadian Studies
(2) The proceedings for the Keynote speech and Panel discussions at the symposium of the annual conference

8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes
a) JACS Research Program for Young Scholars: Regular meetings and academic reports presented at JACS annual meeting
b) JACS Kansai Research Program for Junior Scholars: Regular meetings and academic reports presented at JACS Kansai Chapter
c) University students of Aoyama Gakuin University presented “Students’ Report on a Study Tour to Eastern Canada” at the pre-conference session for the 35th Annual Conference.

9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada
a) International Collaboration: Participated the 6th Pacific Asia Network of Canadian Studies Graduate Seminar, June. 26-27, Israel 2010
b) Regional Collaboration: Five regional chapters (Hokkaido, Niigata, Kanto, Chubu, and Kansai) include several colloquia and publications of their own regional newsletters.
c) the 35th Annual Conference was partially co-sponsored by Aoyama Gakuin University.
d) International Collaboration with JSAC (Japanese Studies Association of Canada) International Travel Grants: two applications have been forwarded as of March 16, 2011. But the results are yet to be determined by the appropriate committee.

10) Grants awarded by the association.
Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l’association. Prix reçus par les membres de l’association
(including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

International Travel Grants: two applications have been forwarded as of March 16, 2011. But the results are yet to be determined by the appropriate committee.
### 11) Research / Recherches

- a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherches principaux et projets
- b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
- c) outcomes / résultats

Interdisciplinary Research Projects (IRPs)

JACS currently sponsors four on-going research projects.

Four interdisciplinary research units are:

- a) **IRPs-1** “Western Canada,” **IRPs-2** “Canadian Education,” **IRPs-3** “Medical Crisis in Canada,” **IRPs-4** “Canadian Foods and Natural Resources”

b) Units adopt their own different strategies and conduct monthly or bi-monthly academic meetings.

c) In addition to monthly academic meetings,

  - **IRPs-1** sponsored a session at the annual conference and preparing for a book-size publication in 2012-13,
  - **IRPs-2** published annual academic periodical, Kanada Kyoiku Kenkyu (*Studies on Education in Canada / l’étude de l’enseignement au Canada, No. 7*).
  - **IRPs-3** hosted an open symposium on “Foundation of Medicare Studies and Canadian Medicare,” March 26, 2011 at Osaka Gakuin University. The theme will be the main topic of the 37th Annual Conference at Osaka Gakuin University.
  - **IRPs-4** sponsored a session at the 35th Annual Conference at Aoyama Gakuin University in September 2010.

### 12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir

- a) the 36th Annual Conference, Sept. 10-11, 2011 at Bunkyo Gakuin University, Tokyo
- b) election for the board of directors

### 13) Other / Autres

(agreeements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)

New committees were founded on (1) “Promoting young scholars in Canadian Studies” that would prepare for the next generation of Canadianists and (2) “Publication of International Periodical” which would explore a new possibility of outreaching Canadianists outside of the existing realm.
Association for Canadian Studies in German-Speaking Countries
Gesellschaft für Kanada-Studien e.V. (GKS)

1) President / Président
Prof. Dr. Martin Kuster (Term Mandate: February 2011)
Philipps-Universität Marburg, Institut für Anglistik und Amerikanistik
Wilhelm-Röpke-Str. 6D, D-35032 Marburg, Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 6421 – 2824762; Fax: +49 (0) 6421 – 2824516; E-mail: kuesterm@staff.uni-marburg.de
Secrétariat: Marco Ulm, E-mail: gks@kanada-studien.de,
Tel.: +49 (0) 6421 – 2824762; Fax: +49 (0) 6421 – 2824516

2) Year of Foundation/Année de foundation; Year of ICCS -- Membership/Année d’adhésion CIEC
1979 (constitution: 1980)

3) Canadian Studies Centres/Centres d’études canadiennes (number/nombre)
21 (Canadian and Quebec Studies)

4) Members / Membres
Total Number: 610; Individual/Individuel: 596; Institutional/Institutionnel: 14 (March 2011)

5) Web site / Site Web
www.kanada-studien.de

6) Activities / Activités
a) Academic / académiques
b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)
c) Cultural / culturelles

ANNUAL CONFERENCE:

7) Publications
Zeitschrift für Kanada-Studien – Journal of the GKS:
Zeitschrift für Kanada-Studien, 32. Jahrgang, Nr. 1, 2011, Bd. 58, Ingrid Neumann-Holzschuh, Peter Doerrenbaecher, Martin Thunert (eds.)

Mitteilungsheft – Membership newsletter
http://www.kanada-studien.org/publikationen/mitteilungsheft-mth/

Selected Publications by members of the GKS


8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes
(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc. / Événements, domaines d'enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d'étudiants, etc.)

Young Scholars' Canadian Studies Network of the GKS
Homepage: http://www.nachwuchsforum.net/
- offers a forum for exchanges of ideas and information to young scholars from all disciplines who work on Canada-related research projects


Seminars and Workshops at universities and centers:
more than 100 seminars in various areas

Virtual Canadian Studies (VCS)-Courses, Spring 2010
VCS English Literature "Introduction to English-Canadian Literature", Dr. Lutz Schowalter, University of Trier
VCS English Literature "Multicultural Ideology in Canadian Children's Literature", Dr. Miriam Richter, University of Jena.
VCS Linguistique "Les variétés du français canadien", Dr. Edith Szlezák, U of Regensburg

Summer Schools:
The Americas: When one is not enough, International Summer School, Schloss Seggau, Graz, July 18 – August 1, 2010

EU-Canada Study Tour and Internship Programme 2010 – Thinking Canada
Three-week academic immersion programme in the Canadian political, social, economic, cultural, and environmental reality for European students, organized by the ENCS and national European associations

Selected Conference 2010:
Canadian Summer, lecture series, Bonn, SS 2010
Canada in the Americas: Democratic Vistas and Discursive Perspectives from Tribal to Global, International Conference (H. Lutz, K. Knopf), Greifswald, May 6-8, 2010
Narratives of Crisis – Crisis of Narrative, Canadian Literature Day (S. Langwald, M. Kuester), Marburg, July 2-3
Complicating Canada, Intern. Symposium (S. Sielke, A. Pendakis), Bonn, July 16
Canadian Studies: Global Issues in Focus, Ringvorlesung, Kiel, WS 2010/11
Cultural Circulation: Canadian Authors and Writers from the American South - A Dialogue, International Colloquium (W. Zacharasiewicz), Wien, Sept. 24-26, 2010
The University and the City, Intern. Conference in Cooperation with the U of Toronto (M. Moghadassian), Frankfurt am Main, October 21-23, 2010
Cultural Constructions of Migration in Canada/Constructions culturelles de la migration au Canada, lecture series, Graz, SS 2010
Der Lebensraum der kanadischen Inuit – Damals, heute und ... !, Im Rahmen der Aktionstage Junge Uni zum Thema Zukunftswelten, Innsbruck, Nov. 5, 2010
Der Hohe Norden – The Far North – Le Grand Nord (Kanada/Québec), Interdisciplinary Conference (H. Bories-Sawala, N. Schaffeld), Bremen, November 27-28, 2010
Migration – Regionalization – Citizenship: Canada and Europe in Comparative Perspective, Conference (R.-O. Schultz, C. Glückner), Augsburg, December 8-11
Canadian Studies Showcase, lecture series, Greifswald (K. Knopf, H. Lutz), WS 2010/11

9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l'association. Prix reçus par

Grants awarded by the Association:
I. Awards of the GKS
Julia GATERMANN, Universität Hamburg, Master thesis: “Recalling Identity – Cultural Heritage in Margaret Atwood’s Postapocalyptic Dystopias”

Katharina GUTH, HU Berlin, Diplomarbeit: “Das Mobilitätsverhalten der städtischen...
les membres de l’association
(including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

Ureinwohnerbevölkerung in Kanada: Ein Vergleich der Metropole Montreal mit anderen Städten der Provinz* [„Mobility of Urban First Nations in Canada: A Comparison between Montreal and other Cities in the Province”]


II. Prix d’Excellence


III. Jürgen-Saße-Award

IV. Awards of the Stiftung für Kanada-Studien
Dr. Andreas KORINEK, McMaster University, ON (Postdoc), Cryo-electron Microscopy to Identify New Antimicrobial Targets in Bacteria

Anna LIEBAUG, U München, Dissertation: Veränderungen der Gesellschaftsanbindung von Neophyten während des Invasionsprozesses

Christian MEYER, Universität Vechta, Dissertation : Zur Bedeutung der politischen Theorie des kanadischen Philosophen Charles Taylor für die politische Bildung in Deutschland [The Importance of the political theory of the Canadian Philosopher Charles Taylor for the political education in Germany]

V. Teacher Education Program Award
(Travel grant and weekly stipend for max. 4 weeks)

Albert RAU, Brühl, Project: Canada in the German EFL-Classroom – Literary Texts

Awards and Prizes received by members (selected):

Prof. Dr. Reingard NISCHIK, U of Konstanz, received the 2010 Best Book Award of the Margaret Atwood Society for her monograph Engendering Genre: The Works of Margaret Atwood (University of Ottawa Press, 2009).

Recipients of Awards in 2011, with Ambassador of Canada in Germany Dr. Peter M. Boehm and Prof. Hartmut Lutz, President of the GKS (Foto: Geneviève Susemihl)

All GKS-sections are involved in projects. A list of ongoing activities can be found in Mitteilungsheft 1/2010 (http://www.kanada-studien.de)

Habilitations, Dissertations, Master theses, and Diplomas:
Habilitations and Doctoral Dissertation projects 2010: 3 concluded in 2010; 13 in progress
MA- and Diploma theses: 28 concluded


9-11 Ten Years After, Looking Ahead, (Chr. Klöckner), Bonn, September 8-11, 2011


Student Mobility Grant, 2010 (DFAIT)
Canada Conference Grant, 2010 (DFAIT)
Assistance to Associations Grant, 2010 (DFAIT)
Program Development Grant, 2010 (DFAIT)
### Association for Canadian Studies in Australia and New Zealand

Association d'études canadiennes en Australie et en Nouvelle-Zélande

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) President / Président</th>
<th>Dr Debra Dudek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of ICCS Membership / Année d'adhésion CIEC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes (number/nombre)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Web site / Site Web</td>
<td><a href="http://www.acsanz.org.au">www.acsanz.org.au</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 6) Activities / Activités

- a) Academic / académiques
- b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)
- c) Cultural / culturelles

- a) 4-7th July 2010 15th Biennial Conference at University of New England, Armidale
- Canadian Leadership Program Grant for Federation Dialogue at Armidale conference
- 9-10 February 2010 - International Conference at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
- b) Newsletter, Facebook Page
- c) 21 October 2010 : Canadian book collection opened at University of Waikato

#### 7) Publications

(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

- Pierre Savard Award – Professor Robin Bates and Dr Ian McKay for *In the Province of History: the Making of the Public Past in Twentieth-Century Nova Scotia*  
- *Australasian Canadian Studies Journal*

#### 8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes

(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Evénements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

- nomination for ICCS Award for Best Thesis : Mireille Inezz Victoire Pawliez, Une etude semantic-narratologique des deux premiers romans de Michele Mailhot (Dis-moi que je vis at Le Portique)

#### 9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

- 9th April 2010 Centre for Canadian-Australian Studies (CCAS) Lecture presented at the University of Wollongong by Professor Barry Smit.
- 19 May 2010 - Richard Van Camp at All Canada Day at University of Wollongong and ‘Celebrating the Voice’ at the Wollongong City Gallery.
- 23-25 June 2010 - The University of Wollongong's Faculty of Arts 9th Biennial International Conference of the Australasian Children's Literature Association for Research (ACLAR)
- 2-8 August 2010 - Canadian Film Festival in Sydney
- 15 December 2010 – University of Wollongong – Canadian Studies Postgraduate Workshop with Dr Larissa Lai from the University of British Columbia
10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l’association. Prix reçus par les membres de l’association
   (including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

   - 5 ACSANZ Postgraduate Travel Awards
   - ACSANZ Undergraduate Essay Prize

11) Research / Recherches
   a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherches principaux et projets
   b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
   c) outcomes / résultats

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir

   - 18-20 April 2011 - ‘Justice in the Round Conference’ hosted by Te Piringa - Faculty of Law at the University of Waikato in Hamilton, New Zealand
   - 2011 Visiting scholar Professor Paul Chartrand of University of Winnipeg to University of Waikato and University of Wollongong
   - Dr Debra Dudek of the University of Wollongong has replaced Professor Gerry Turcotte as President of ACSANZ
   - Professor Gerry Turcotte is President-Elect of St Mary’s University College, Calgary, AB effective 1 July 2011

13) Other / Autres
   (agreements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)
Association for Canadian Studies in Ireland
Association irlandaise d'études canadiennes

2011

1) President / Président
Dr. Maeve Conrick

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation
Year of ICCS Membership/Année d'adhésion CIEC
1982

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes
Affiliated with Centre for Canadian Studies at Queen’s University, Belfast

4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)
Individual/Individuel: 80
Institutional/Institutionnel: 1

5) Web site / Site Web
www.canadianstudiesireland.com

6) Activities / Activités
a) Academic / académiques
Seminars and Symposia

ACSI, The Craig Dobbin Chair of Canadian Studies and The Embassy of Canada to Ireland presented ‘Canada: A Sense of Place’ at the Embassy of Canada to Ireland, Dublin, Ireland on 25 March 2011.


Conference Presentations


Urschel, Katrin “Irish tenant yesterday, Canadian landowner today: Myths of indigenization in Jack Hodgins’s The Invention of the World and Jane Urquhart’s Away” ACSI Conference in Waterford (14-16 May 2010).

Eaton Lecture 2011. Robert Lepage : Staging Identity in Toronto. Professor Jane Koustas (Craig Dobbin Professor of Canadian Studies, University College Dublin and Brock University, Ontario, Canada). 8 April 2011. Queen’s University Belfast.

b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)

Paula Donovan was co-organiser of FP7 Bid, Cultural, Social and Behavioural Formations and Transformations: Multidisciplinary Approaches to European Integration University College Cork 16-18 September 2010.
7) Publications

(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

**Books**


**Journals**


Peneau, Emilie. “Margaret Atwood’s Multiple Subversions: The Question of Genre is Her Short Fiction”, *Canadian Studies in Europe*. Under consideration.


**Book chapters**


**Reviews**


8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes
(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Événements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

ACSI is a participant in the EU-Canada Study Tour and Internship Programme 2011 – “Thinking Canada”.

Teaching at NUI Galway:
* undergraduate seminar: EN434c Studies in Twentieth-Century Canadian Literature, Instructor: Katrin Urschel
* graduate course: EN547 Literature and Colonialism, Instructor: Muireann O’Cinneide; inc. seminar class on Canadian Literature taught by Katrin Urschel


9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

Katrin Urschel represented ACSI at the 36th Annual Conference of the British Association for Canadian Studies (BACS), University of Birmingham (UK), 4-6 April 2011, with a paper entitled “Choreographing the ‘Peaceable Kingdom’: The Representation of Dance in Canadian Historical Fiction.”

10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l’association. Prix reçus par les membres de l’association (including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

Prix du Québec 2010 for research programme with three QUB colleagues into the Canadian mining industry. Steve Royle spent it conducting interviews in Montréal.

Paula Donovan, UCC, Cork:
2. Winner of Irish Research Council for the Humanities and Social Sciences (IRCHSS) Postgraduate Scholarship, 2010 (full PhD funding of fees).

Linguistics, Literature (English and French), Multiculturalism, Geography, Multilingualism, Language Policy and Planning.

11) Research / Recherches
a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherches principaux et projets
b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
c) outcomes / résultats

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir

ACSI 16th biennial conference, planned for UCC, May 2012.

13) Other / Autres
(agreements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)
Nordic Association for Canadian Studies/
Association Nordique d’Études Canadiennes

1) President / Président  
Peter Bakker

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation  
Year of ICCS Membership / Année d’adhésion CICC  
1984

3) Canadian Studies Centres /  
Centres d’études canadiennes
(number/nombre)  
The Canadian Studies Centre in Aarhus cooperates with NACS; also ties with Institute for Canadian Studies in Stockholm and the Center for the Study of the Americas in Copenhagen

4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)  
290  
www.nacs-anec.org

5) Web site / Site Web

6) Activities / Activités  
a) Academic / académiques  
- Organization of Conferences:
  (1,2) Two workshops on Arctic Security, in Oslo and Aarhus, with Canadian, Scandinavian and Russian speakers, December 2011
  (3) Conference in Kaunas, Lithuania, together with ASANOR
  (4,5) Conferences on teaching in a multicultural society, Oslo and Copenhagen, both with ca. 100 attendees, among them mostly teachers.

  NACS sponsored and hosted a week-long visit to Helsinki by Professor Stephen Clarkson (University of Toronto), during which he was also a keynote speaker at the 2010 Maple Leaf & Eagle Conference at the University of Helsinki.

  Preparations for the NACS Triennial Conference in Aarhus, August 10-13, 2011.

  - Attendance at conferences, and international presentations:

    NACS members participated in conferences in Kaunas (Lithuania), Prince Edward Island, Montreal, Toronto (Canada), Graz (Austria), Tartu (Estonia), Greifswald (Germany), Cambridge (UK), Amsterdam (Netherlands).

    - NACS members are involved in several networks in Europe with a partial Canadian component, such as the European Network for Amerindian Languages, Netinds.

    - Several NACS members have been actively involved in the planning for the European Science Foundation research network RECODE (Respecting to Complex Diversity in Canada and Europe) [http://www.recode.ff], which commence its scholarly operations with its first research workshop in Helsinki in May 2011.

  (b) Improvement of homepage; increase of contacts with non-Canadianist organizations. Mailing lists were established for high school teachers in French and English departments; Arctic institutions, in order to connect to high school teachers.

  Several board members were interviewed in the media during the year, e.g. in connection with Arctic issues, Indigenous issues and language planning.

  Film screening followed by debate: ‘The Shock Doctrine’ (Naomi Klein, Cda) at Aalborg University, Culture, Communication and Globalization. Sept. 2010
7) Publications (books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

(selected)

NACS publishes on average one book-length publication annually. At least two books will be published in 2011 and one special issue of a political science journal. Also dozens of journal articles have been published, or are in press.

BOOKS:

Fossum, John Erik and Stéphane Roussel (eds) [2010]: special issue of the International Journal 65:4 (Autumn 2010): The Arctic is Hot, Part 1
Available online:


ONLINE (in Danish):
Bakker, Peter (20100214): Ændringer i en ungdomsmusik i Norden / Ændringer i en ungdomsmusik i Norden
http://sprogmuseet.dk/tal/20100214/enade/20100214enadranord.htm

8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes (Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Événements, domaines d'enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d'étudiants, etc.)

Student exchanges between Denmark and Canada (ca. 30 annually) are handled by the Canadian Studies Centre, Aarhus University.

Some reports can be found here (in Danish):
http://www.au.dk/uddannelse/ski/infopointer/

NACS supported the Canada Study Tour for students, organized by the European network for Canadian Studies ENCS. A great success, and a new one is planned for 2011.

NACS gives out four students grants annually for M.A. thesis research in Canada.

All NACS events are open to the public, including students.

Theses in Canadian studies:

Janne Korkka (PhD, Turku, 2010): The Ethics of Knowing in the Writings of Rudy Wiebe

Freya Egliodóttir, (MA, Aarhus, 2010). Taking the Linguistic Heritage with you - A Case Study of Canadians of Icelandic Descent.


9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government

Some activities are organized together with the local Embassies. Embassies are generally informed about activities.

10) Grants awarded by the association.

NACS-ANEC grants up to four student grants for M.A. thesis research in Canada, three were awarded in the past year (2010-2011).

Awards & prizes received by members /

...
NACS-ANECS has no precise overview over publications by members; board members publish in the areas of political science, strategic studies, history, linguistics, Aboriginal Studies, Arctic Studies, literature, and the social sciences.

Most importantly, the NACS triennial conference in Aarhus in 2011, with hundreds of participants. Other planned events include participation in and inviting guest speakers to conferences organized together with Americanists in Finland.

In 2011, a Canadianist conference will be held in Kristiansand, Sweden, in April 2011. The keynote speaker, the Canadian novelist Anthea van Herk, travels on to Finland where she gives two addresses, in Helsinki and in Turku.

The big Matchpoints Conference (with NACS input in the organization, and NACS cooperation) in Aarhus in May 2011 has a significant Canadian component.

For November 2011 we are planning a workshop on public policy in the Arctic. Fall 2011 a Danish outreach workshop for teachers, in which former recipients of NACS travel grants and students who wrote their thesis on Canada will present.

Spring 2012 a workshop on Canadian Literature.

Spring 2012 a workshop on the multiculturalism debate in Canada and Scandinavia.

Three book publications are planned for 2011-2012.
Association for Canadian Studies in China
Association d'études canadiennes en Chine

2011

1) President / Président
Dr. Wang Bing

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation
Year of ICCS Membership/Année d'adhésion CIEC
1984

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes (number/nombre)
45

4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)
400

5) Web site / Site Web
www.canadastudies.com.cn

6) Activities / Activités
a) Academic / académiques
b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)
c) Cultural / culturelles

1. 14th Biennial Conference of ACSC -- "Inheritance and Development: Canada and China in the Context of Globalization in the 21st Century" (which commemorated the 40th anniversary of establishment of diplomatic relations between Canada and China) was held at Beijing Foreign Languages University in Oct. 2010. Extensive media coverage was made by the national and local media, such as Xinhua News Agency, People's Daily, China Youth Daily, Beijing Youth Daily, and so on.

2. Canadian Studies Center, Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology at CASS organized "Canada-China Forum on Migration and Identity", July 5-6, Shanghai, China.

3. Canadian Studies Center, Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology at CASS implemented "2010 Canadian Visiting Professors Project", supported by DFAIT. Two Canadian Professors, Dr. Lorna Wright, Associate Vice-President International of the York University, and Dr. Jack Jedwab, Executive Director of the Association for Canadian Studies (Montreal) visited China.

4. Inner Mongolia University accomplished '2010 Canadian Visiting Professor Project' in Oct. 2010. Under the grant by the DFAIT, Prof. Gary Evans from Ottawa University and Dr. Karin Doerr from Concordia University paid their academic visits to Chinese universities. A Canadian Academic and Canadian Film Week was also held at the university.

5. On April 8, 2010, the Canadian Studies Center at Nanjing University of Finance and Economics (NUFE) held a seminar on Canadian Studies. The seminar was held by Prof. Feng Jianwen, Director of Canadian Studies Center, and the 2009 CCSEP winner, the 2010 SACS winner. 2009 PDG winners and 2010 PDG applicants delivered keynote speeches at the meeting.

6. The Canadian Studies Center at Nankai University in China organized Canada Week Commemorating the 40th Anniversary of the Establishment of the Full Diplomatic Relations between China and Canada and Academic Symposium.

7. Sichuan International Studies University won a project on publication of Canadian Studies in Canadian Column in Journal of Foreign Language and Literature.

8. A conference "The International Symposium on Canada-China: Crisis and Challenge" was hosted by The Canadian Studies Centre at Nankai University and partly financially supported by The Canadian Embassy in Beijing from Jan. 8, 2010- Jan.10, 2010 Tianjin China.

9. Prof. Fu Jun from Nanjing Normal Uni. delivered her paper as one of the four keynote-speakers at the International Conference on Canada-China Ethno-Cultural Diversity Comparative Studies held in Yunnan Normal University Kunming, the title of the speech i
is "A Postcolonial Interpretation of Native Literature in Canada".

10. A conference on Managing Diversity Within A Human Rights Framework: Social Inclusion Policy And Practice in China And Canada was held in Shandong Uni. from December 11 to 12, 2010, with participants from China and Canada.


7) Publications

(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

1. Inner Mongolia University published 14 academic essays on Canadian Studies issues in academic journals in 2010 to fulfill the Canadian research program PEC-A6804.

2. A Comparative Study of Intellectual Property Laws in Canada and China Written by Associate Prof. Yang Shihu from School of Foreign Languages and Literature, Lanzhou University, was published by Chinese Social Science Press in April 2010.

3. A History of Canadian Literature in English, a monograph by Professor Feng Jianwen and Professor Zhao Huizhen was published by the Shanghai Foreign Languages Education Press.


7. A Concise History of Canadian Literature, one of a history–of-literatures-of-foreign-countries series project authorized by Shanghai Foreign Language Education Press, written by Fu Jun, Yan Zhijun & Yan Youping of our centre, was published.


8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes

(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Événements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

1. Canadian Culture Festival (May 2010) at Beijing Foreign Languages University included a photo exhibition, “Face to face with Canadian artists”, and Canadian Film Night.

2. Beijing Foreign Languages University established “China Canadian Resource Centre”, and four MA theses focused on themes such as Aboriginal land claim issue, Canadian foreign policy, Harper’s China policy and Canadian literature.

3. Dr. Wang Bing gave a course entitled Canada and Its Multiculturalism to 300 undergraduates, and Wang Hongyan delivered a course named Introduction to Native People’ Culture and Education in Canada and America to 60 English majors at Liaoning Normal University.

4. As an example of student exchange program, 10 students from University of Montreal visited the College of Architecture and Urban Planning in Chongqing University in December, 2010.

5. Chongqing University held the 1st International Culture Festival from Oct. 12-17, 2010 successfully, in which Canadian Students actively participated in many events, such as Chinese calligraphy.

6. Chongqing University won 2010 Student Exchange Program (Two seats) with Wilfrid Laurier University.

7. An English speaking Contest on Canadian Studies was held by the Canadian Studies Center at Nanjing University of Finance and Economics during Canada Week on Canada-China relationships.

8. The Canadian Studies Reading Area in Nanjing University of Finance and Economics Library received 60 books on Canadian studies published in Canada and donated
9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

through the book support program by the Canadian Government.


10. Yang Lingxia from Nankai Uni. offered a course “Canadian History” for undergraduate students in 2010.

1. Liaoning Normal University invited Dr. Peter Li and Dr. Li Zong from Saskatchewan Uni. to visit the school and presented to more than 200 teachers and students;

2. Dr. Wang Bing was invited by Sichuan Foreign Languages University to give a lecture to faculty members and students.

3. Inner Mongolia Uni. got a grant of ‘2009-2010 Canadian Visiting Professor Program’, and arranged the two Canadian professors’ academic visits and lectures at Inner Mongolia University, Beijing University, and Beijing Normal University.

4. July, 2010 was the 90th Anniversary of Harbin Institute of Technology, delegations from Canadian universities, like Alberta and Vancouver University came for celebration, and teachers from Harbin Institute of Technology Canadian Studies center acted as the interpreters and tour guides.

5. Shandong Uni. invited Zhang Jiankang and Yu Zhihao (both from Carlton University, Canada) as “Guest Professors” of Shandong University, and they taught here for 2 months and 3 months respectively. Academically, the former focused on financial development, and the latter taught classic trade theories.

6. ICCS Program (English) has been translated into Chinese and got published between Canadian Embassy Beijing and Centre For Canadian Studies, Shanghai International Studies University, Shanghai.

7. Professor Du Fachun got a Special Award for Canadian Studies, funded by the Canadian Embassy in Beijing, and visited Canada in June-July of 2010.

10) Grants awarded by the association.

Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l'association. Prix reçus par les membres de l'association (including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

1. Graduate student from Liaoning Normal Uni. Si Wei won the Excellent Graduate Thesis Award by ACSC.

2. Beijing Foreign Languages University won Conference grant by ACSC, Best PhD Dissertation award by ACSC and PDG students exchange grant by DEFAIT.

3. Sichuan International Studies University won a grant of National Scholarship from China Education Commission for Studies of Canadian Civil laws.

4. Professor Du Yu-ping from Canadian Studies Center at Guangdong University of Foreign Studies achieved the SACS and had stayed in Canada for 5 weeks since May in 2010.


6. Centre For Canadian Studies, Shanghai International Studies University got the Special Award for Canadian Studies 2010, and visited universities in Canada for five weeks.

7. Centre For Canadian Studies, Shanghai International Studies University won Canadian Conference Grant, Grant Agreement No. PRE-A7984.

11) Research / Recherches

a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherche principaux et projets

b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies

c) outcomes / résultats

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir

1. Beijing Foreign Languages University Canadian Studies Center runs an MA program in Canadian Studies.

2. Beijing Foreign Languages University Canadian Studies Center has major research and teaching areas in Canadian studies and aims to establish a leading role in related areas of research and teaching on Canadian Studies in China.

1. 1st Speech Contest on Canada Culture Knowledge is to be held at Liaoning Normal University.

2. A monograph on Canadian literature in English written by a professor from Inner
Mongolia University is scheduled to be released in March 2011.
3. A symposium on “Branding Canada, Branding China” is scheduled to be held at Beijing Foreign Languages University.
4. Sichuan International Studies University will run “Learning more about Canada” youth activities in summer vacation 2011.
5. Canadian Studies Center at Guangdong University of Foreign Studies will hold 3 symposiums relating to issues on economics and trade, cultural conflicts and identity between Canada and China, and energy crisis.
6. Canada-China Symposium on Migration Integration and Cultural Diversity will be held in Beijing China in Nov. 2011, and will be co-organized by Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and York University Canada.
7. A Symposium on Sina-Canadian Criminal Law is to be held in Chongqing University in October, 2011.
8. Chongqing University 2011 Student Exchange Program (one seat) with Wilfrid Laurier University.

Two Agreements were signed between Chongqing University and Wilfrid Laurier University in year 2010.
Meeting the challenges of an aging society: Canadian approaches to pensions and retirement, roundtable organized by the Association for Canada Studies in the Netherlands in cooperation with the Canadian Embassy, The Hague, 12 November 2010. Major speakers at the roundtable were Byron G. Spencer, professor of Economics and Director of the Research Institute for Quantitative Studies in Economics and Population at McMaster University, and Gerard Riemen, director of the Association of Industry-wide Pension Funds (VB) that promotes the pension interests of approximately 4.9 million participants, over 2.1 million pensioners and 8.1 million early leavers. Among other participants were representatives of the Ministry of Social Affairs and of specialists from VNO-NCW, the national employers' federation that negotiates with the trade unions about the secondary labour conditions in collective labour agreements per sector, including pensions.

On November 12, 2010, the Association for Canada Studies in the Netherlands, in cooperation with the Western Hemisphere Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the Hague, organized the public presentation of the book Tulips and Maple Leaves in 2010 that was published to commemorate sixty five years of Dutch-Canadian relations and to offer a perspective for the future of these relations. Contributors to the book (faculty, students) presented their views on these relations.

b) Outreach

At the request of the Ministry of Veterans Affairs, Ottawa, Dr. Conny Steenman-Marcusse, ACSN Past-president, was the master of ceremony in the Dutch language at the Services to commemorate 65 years of liberation held on May 6, 2010, at the Canadian War Cemetery in Bergen op Zoom. She did the same at ceremonies held in Groesbeek and Holten. Her Majesty Queen Beatrix and members of the Royal Family attended these commemorative services.

During the Bergen op Zoom ceremony the Dutch Prime-Minister presented the book Tulips and Maple Leaves in 2010: Perspectives on 65 years of Dutch-Canadian relations, edited by Conny Steenman-Marcusse and Christl Verduijn to the Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper.

At a special meeting at the Het Loo Palace, Conny Steenman-Marcusse presented the book Tulips and Maple Leaves in 2010 to H.R.H. Princess Margriet, who was born in Ottawa during World War II.

The Roosevelt Academy and ACSN: Canada Talks lectures:

Russell Kilbourn, associate professor Film Studies, Wilfrid Laurier University, Ont., spoke in de Canada Talks Series in Middelburg, October 18, 2010 on "History, Memory and Indigenous HD": Ironic Self-Reflexivity and the Auto-Ethnographic Gaze in the Journals of
Knud Rasmussen.

Lectures, presentations


Dr. C. Remie gave a seminar on “Challenges for Nunavut” at the Center for International Studies, University of Southern California, March 23, 2011.

7) Publications
(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

Tulips and Maple Leaves in 2010: Perspectives on 65 years of Dutch-Canadian Relations, Edited by Conny Steenman Marcusse & Christl Verduyn. Groningen: Barkhuis Press, 2010


8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes
(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Événements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

Participation in the 1st EU-Canada Study Tour and Internship Programme 2010: Denis Bor, Jordi Tange of the Radboud University, Nijmegen. This tour was organized by the European Network for Canadian Studies and co-financed by the European Community.

9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

Participation in the 29th meeting of the European Network for Canadian Studies, Sevilla, Spain, 16 October 2010: Dr. C. Steenman-Marcusse

Participation in the 30th meeting of the European Network for Canadian Studies, Grainau, Germany, 26 February, 2011: Dr. C. Remie

Participation the the 32nd Annual Conference of GKS, Rethinking Post/Colonialism, Grainau. Germany, February 25-27, 2011: Drs. Irene Salverda, Dr. C. Remie

10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l’association. Prix reçus par les membres de l’association
(including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

ACSN Student Research Awards were granted this reporting year to:

Yasmin Moerman for her project "Families online. How internet influences family networks of Dutch Immigrants in Canada", to be carried out in Edmonton, Alberta.

Anne Volbehr for her project "Benefits of intervention for Bereaved Parents in the Bereaved Families of Ontario Program", to be carried out at the University of Toronto.

11) Research / Recherches
a) principal areas and projects /domaines de recherches principaux et projets

a. Major areas of research by ACSN members relates to English and French Canadian Literature, political systems, economics and first nations peoples.

b. See under 13

c. See 6) and 7)
At the invitation of his publishing house Ailantis, Amsterdam, Canadian writer Laurence Hill will visit the Netherlands from May 19 - May 23, 2011. His highly successful book The Book of Negroes has been translated into Dutch, Het Negerboek. Hill will present the Freedom Speech in de Nieuwe Kerk, Amsterdam, on Sunday night, May 22, 2011. He will also lecture at the universities of Groningen and Nijmegen.

Student Platform of the Centre of Canadian Studies of Groningen University organizes with the screening of C.R.A.Z.Y. by director Jean-Marc Vallée, Canada’s 2005 entry for Best Foreign Language Film at the Academy Award

Student Platform of the Centre of Canadian Studies of Groningen University organizes an excursion to Brussels, with visits to the Delegation Générale du Quebec, the Canadian Mission to the European Union and NATO. May 2011.

Sustainable Cities: the case of Rotterdam and Vancouver, Seminar organized in collaboration with the Canadian Embassy, The Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Nyenrode Business University, and Walas Concepts, fall 2011.

European Seminar for Graduate Students in Canadian Studies, 10-13 November 2011, Groningen

Quebec week in the City of Groningen, 6-13 November 2011, organized by the Canadian Studies Centre of the University of Groningen, Dr. Jeanette den Toonder, Project co-ordinator.

The year 2010-2011 has been a year of restructuring. In the Netherlands, the Bologna process and the demographic make-up of academia have resulted in a marginalisation of the study of Canada at Dutch universities. Throughout the years of its existence ACSN has played a major role in providing expert knowledge on Canada to the media. ACSN expertise was also sought in the preparation of the state visit to Canada of Her Majesty Queen Beatrix. ACSN was also involved in the preparation of state visits to the Netherlands of Governors General Roméo Leblanc and Adrienne Clarkson. And ACSN played a prominent role in the commemoration of the 50th, 60th, and 65th anniversary of the liberation of major parts of the Netherlands by the Canadian Forces.

However, the success of such outreach activities has been offset by the gradual weakening of ACSN’s academic base. Where Canada related subjects were initially taught at Universities in Amsterdam, Groningen, Leiden, Maastricht, Nijmegen, Rotterdam, Tilburg and Utrecht, only Groningen and Nijmegen now remain. Although recently Middelburg (Roosevelt Academy, twice a year a distinguished lecture) has been added to Groningen and Nijmegen as a locus for teaching Canada, the overall base of Canadian Studies at Dutch universities remains very weak and in need of reinforcement. To do so the ACSN board has taken a series of measures. One of the solutions for safeguarding the continuation of the teaching of Canada is the adoption of a comparative approach through the inclusion of Canadian content in existing disciplinary courses. An important instrument to realize this is the strategic use of the Faculty Enrichment Program. This approach has already yielded a first result: as of next year a course on Canadian culture will be taught at Amsterdam University.

With respect to research it should be noted that as the globalization process is gaining momentum, it is setting the agenda for the study of Canada in the early twenty-first century. If Canadian Studies is to remain vital and relevant to Canada and Canadians, it should incorporate a comparative dimension. Concurrent with the growing importance of globalization and its effect on the research agenda, the change in the format of research presents an increasing challenge. Apart from the development of large-scale, comparative research projects, there is a need for further diversification in the study of Canada. If research on Canada is to thrive, it has to be extended to disciplines other than the “traditional” ones and must address new audiences. To realize this ACSN has decided to establish the ACSN Permanent Conference on Canada (APCC).

APCC is a network of researchers whose interest focuses on the past, present and future aspects of Canada and its society. It will function as a platform for new initiatives, meetings and publications about Canada. APCC will meet at least twice every year for lectures, discussions, working groups and roundtables.

The main aims and objectives of APCC are:
- improve the knowledge about Canada in the Netherlands
- facilitate personal contacts and exchange between researchers;
• improve interdisciplinary cooperation
• include new audiences in the network of research on Canada
• function as a platform for new research initiatives.

The main functions of APCC will thus be:
• Communication: to improve and intensify communication within APCC, using the various possibilities of the internet (E-mail groups, interactive website etc.);
• Organization: to build up a more (inter)active research network;
• Networking: to include new and non-academic audiences in the network
• Project development: to develop new projects on Canada within the network.

To improve communication, ACSN is in the process of restructuring its website in such a way that optimal use can be made of social media (Face-book and LinkedIn).

As for research themes, in the first year of its existence APCC focused on demography, in particular the effects of aging (see under 6a). For the coming years the focus will be on Arctic environmental issues, on Canada’s indigenous peoples, and on Environment and Sustainability, in particular sustainable cities. The selection of the latter topic was made with the specific intention to reach out to new academic audiences and to the business community. To that effect a seminar on Sustainable Cities: the case of Rotterdam and Vancouver is being organized and a working document prepared. The seminar will include researchers from Carleton University, Ottawa, from the Dutch business community, and from the Rotterdam School of Management and the Nyenrode Business University, and will be organised in close collaboration with the Canadian Embassy in the Hague and the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Indian Association for Canadian Studies
Association indienne d'études canadiennes

1) President / Président
   Om P. Juneja

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation / Year of ICCS Membership / Année d’adhésion
   CIEC
   1985
   1987

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes (number/nombre)
   Twenty Six

4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)
   1060

5) Web site / Site Web
   http://www.iacs-ind.com

6) Activities / Activités
   a) Academic / académiques

   24th Annual Conference
   The 24th Annual Conference of Indian Association for Canadian Studies was held on April 10-11, 2010 at H. M. Patel Institute of English Training and Research, Vallabhbhi Vidyanagar, on the theme of Building Bridges between Canada and India. About 200 members and students heard 36 presentations in 9 sessions of 90 minutes each by Canadianists from all over India, besides a panel discussion on Canadian Studies in India by experts and directors of Canadian Studies Centers. The Conference also elected the new Executive Committee and Office Bearers.

   International Conference on “India Canada: Trade and Bilateral FDI Flows: Problems, Prospects and Proactive Strategies” January 10-11, 2011. Inaugurated by His Excellency Mr. Stewart Beck, Canadian High Commissioner in India, this conference was funded by Canada Conference Grant by DEFAIT, M. S. University of Baroda and Federation of Gujarath Industries. In all thirty five papers were presented in four technical and three plenary sessions by academics and business people from India and Canada. Asia Pacific Foundation, University of British Columbia was academic partner of the Conference.

   International Conference on “Biodiversity and Environmental Governance in Canada and India : Safeguarding Ecosystems for Human Welfare” in collaboration with the Department of Biology, McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada and Department of Environmental Science, Gurukul Kangri University, Haridwar, hosted this Conference from 20 to 22 September 2010 and was funded by DEFAIT under Canada Conference Grant Programme.

   Centre for Canadian Studies, Department of Comparative Literature, Jadavpur University, Kolkata hosted an International Seminar on “Land of Promise: Stories of the immigrant in multicultural Canada” on February 3 -5, 2010 at Kolkata.
First National Symposium and Seminar on Canadian Studies on “Ecology, Culture, Ethnicity, and Literature” was organised by Indian Association for Canadian Studies in collaboration with Government Arts College Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu on December 18-20, 2010. Besides lectures by seven established Canadianists, 58 young scholars and teachers made presentations during the Seminar. Consequently, Government Arts College (established in 1875) which is an Autonomous Post Graduate college has decided to introduce a Masters course in Canadian Studies from the next academic session and the proceedings of the Seminar are under printing. The event can be seen at our website partly.

Second National Symposium cum Seminar on Canadian Studies on “Indo-Canadian Concerns: Towards building up a cultural bridge” organised by Indian Association for Canadian Studies in collaboration with Janardan Rai Nagar Rajasthan Vidyapeeth University, Udaipur on March 27-28, 2011. 42 papers were read by young scholars/teachers. Six veteran Canadianists delivered lectures on Canadian Studies in the Symposium. This university has also decided to offer a full paper in Canadian Studies at Master’s level from next academic year.

A new and vibrant website and a Google group (run by Alice Anugraham) have been created. Besides the first issue of Indian Journal of Canadian Studies and other features, some of the speeches delivered at the conferences and Symposia are recoded on our new website at: http://www.iacs-ind.com

The electronic version of our Newsletter is under preparation and will be sent to the members by the end of this month. The printed version will be out in May 2011.

Books:

Diversity is in India’s DNA, it is claimed. Canada is unique in managing diversity because of its Multiculturalism Act, it is claimed. Are these claims justified? How have these claims stood the test of time in recent past which is full of conflicts, and wars due to terrorism, separatism, and insurgencies more so in South Asia than in Canada? How far these claims have stood the pressures on the two democracies? These are some of the questions taken up in this book that came out of Canada Conference Grant by DÉFAIT.


This book using dialogues from the some Native Canadian plays as data analyses the issues of identity and assertion in the linguisticality of the Native Canadian Being.
Conference Proceedings:
Proceedings of the First National Symposium and Seminar on “Ecology, Culture, Ethnicity, and Literature” held at Coimbatore were published in April 2011.

A number of Ph. D and M. Phil degrees for the theses on CS topics have been awarded by seven universities recently. About 45 Indian universities offer Masters courses in Canadian Studies. Government Arts College, Coimbatore and Jai Narayan Vyas Rajasthan Vidyapeeth University, Udaipur are the latest to be included in this list.

We have organized a few activities in collaboration with Canadian High Commission, Shastrì Indo-Canadian Institute, Federation of Gujarat Industries, H. M. Patel Institute of English Training and Research, Government Arts College Coimbatore, Jai Narain Vyas Rajasthan Vidyapeeth University Udaipur, UGC Centre for Canadian Studies, Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, and many others.

Some Members have received prestigious Awards like the Fellowship of Indian Institute of Advanced Study, Shimla and University Grants Commission Major and Minor Projects.

Emerging Possibilities of Collaborations in Higher Education: India-Canada is a joint research project that we have proposed for Canada Conference Grant in collaboration with P D University, Gandhinagar.

Silver Jubilee International Conference of Indian Association for Canadian Studies will be held at Jodhpur in January/February 2012.

Student Research Awards for visiting Canadian Studies Centers will start in 2012-2013. MoU will be signed with P D University for sharing its academic and library resources in July 2011.
Israel Association for Canadian Studies
Association d'études canadiennes en Israël

2011

1) President / Président

Mr. Daniel Ben-Natan

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation
Year of ICCS Membership / Année d'adhésion CIEC

1985
1986

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes
(number/nombre)

1 – The Halbert Centre for Canadian Studies of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem (HC)

4) Members / Membres
(number/nombre)

300 (mostly individuals, including a number of heads of related institutions)

5) Web site / Site Web

The Is.A.C.S launched a new website entitled "Canadian Studies in Israel", is located at http://www.iacs.org.il/ The site provides information about the Is.A.C.S and its different programs, as well as sources of funding and links to different websites of interest to Canadianists in Israel, including the ICCS.

6) Activities / Activités

a) Academic / académiques
b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)
c) Cultural / culturelles

1) Public Lecture Series

During 2010, the Israel Association for Canadian Studies in partnership with the Halbert Centre for Canadian Studies held three public lectures, which are detailed below:

- **Ambassador Allan Gotlieb**, Longest serving Canadian Ambassador to the United States and former Under Secretary of State for External Affairs and **Ambassador Jon Allen**, Canadian Ambassador to Israel, "Canadian Foreign Policy Issues" (April 8th, 2010)

- **Prof. Naomi Mandel**, Department of English, University of Rhode Island, "Canadian ... Extreme: Contemporary Extreme Literature from Canada and Québec" (May 23rd, 2010)


7) Publications

(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)


All of the essays in this volume were initially presented as papers at the 12th Jerusalem Conference in Canadian Studies, held in June 2008 at the Hebrew University as a joint project between the Halbert Centre and the Israel Association for Canadian Studies. The conference took place during the month following the publication of Gérard Bouchard and Charles Taylor's report, "Building the future: A time for reconciliation"; eight of the conference papers dealt with issues raised in the report.

8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes

(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, [See "Research" below])

37
Almost all activities of the Is.A.C.S, such as the public lectures and publications, are carried out jointly with the Halbert Centre for Canadian Studies of the Hebrew University.

**Government of Canada Grants Programs**

Three Government of Canada programs are administered by the Israel Association for Canadian Studies in cooperation with the Canadian Embassy in Tel Aviv. The Academic Committee of the IsACS, together with representatives from the Embassy, evaluates the applications within the framework of the three programs and submits its recommendations to Ottawa.

1) **Faculty Research Program**

Five research proposals were approved under the Government of Canada Faculty Research Program for 2010.

- Ajzenstadt, Mimi, Prof., School of Law (Criminology), The Hebrew University, "The Criminal Justice-Public Health Nexus in Neoliberal Political Regimes: The Case of Canada and the Implications for Israeli Responses to Crime".
- Perez, Oren, Prof., School of Law, Bar-Ilan University, "A New Generation of Environmental Regulatory Instruments: Exploring the Canadian Experience with Voluntary and Civic-based Environmental Instruments".
- Purian, Ronit, Ms., Faculty of Management, Tel-Aviv University, "Disclosure regulatory regime and corporate reporting on the Internet by Canadian and Israeli Companies".
- Schaub, Danielle, Prof., Department of English, Oranim College, ""Disarticulated. Dismembered. Destroyed": Linguistic, Organisational and Stylistic Reflection of Abuse and Schizophrenia in Nancy Huston’s *The Story of Omaya*".
- Yogev, Abraham, Prof., School of Education, Tel-Aviv University, "Faculty Attitudes toward Academic Capitalism: Canadian and Israeli Perspectives".

2) **Faculty Enrichment Program**

Three applications were approved under the Government of Canada Faculty Enrichment Program for 2010 (for the purpose of developing courses with significant Canadian content).

- Charney, Igal, Dr., Department of Geography, University of Haifa, "Immigration and multiculturalism in gateway cities".
- Feingold, Sarah, Dr., Department of English, Kibbutzim College of Education and Shenkar College of Engineering and Design, "Language Education Policies and Immigrant Integration in Canada and Israel".
- Pinchevski, Amit, Dr., Department of Communication, The Hebrew University, "Media Philosophy: Canada and Beyond".

3) **Doctoral Student Research Award**

One application was approved under the Government of Canada Doctoral Student Research
Award for 2010 (for the purpose of developing courses with significant Canadian content).

- Norwich, Liora, Ms., Department of Political Science, The Hebrew University, "Minority Mobilization in Divided Societies: A Case Comparison of the Quebecois in Canada and the Arab Minority in Israel".

In line with its priorities of encouraging the development of a younger generation of Israeli scholars, the Israel Association for Canadian Studies Graduate Research Fellowships, made possible with the support of the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Canada, was established several years ago and has awarded to date 30 scholarships. This fellowship is designed to assist Ph.D. and M.A. students at Israeli universities who are working on a dissertation or thesis that has significant Canadian content. The fellowship provides funding which allows the recipient to collect data in Canada, meet Canadian experts in their field and also to take courses at Canadian universities. Three proposals were selected for funding in 2010:

- Arieli Sharon of the faculty of Business Administration, Hebrew University.
- Hadar David, English Literature, the Hebrew University.

Arie Shachar Post-Doctoral Fellowship in Canadian Studies at the Hebrew University: The fellowship is co-sponsored by the Canadian Friends of the Hebrew University, the Halbert Centre for Canadian Studies, and the Israel Association for Canadian Studies. It enables recent PhDs recipients of the Hebrew University working on post-doctoral projects with significant Canadian content to carry out their research at any university in Canada. The recipient of the 2010-2011 Arie Shachar Post-Doctoral Fellowship was:

- Gadi Heimann, Department of International Relations, " De Gaulle, Canada and The Question of Quebec, 1960-1968."

The 13th Biennial Jerusalem Conference in Canadian Studies
The conference was held on the Mount Scopus campus of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem from Monday, June 28 through Thursday July 1, 2010. It celebrated 25 years of the IsACS, and was preceded by the 2010 Meeting and Student Seminar of PANCS. Following twelve previous Jerusalem Conferences in Canadian Studies, our approach is comparative, looking at environmental and socio-cultural realities particularly in Canada and Israel but also in other countries, and embracing an interdisciplinary approach to the subject.

Varia
The Israeli Association for Canadian Studies hosted in Jerusalem June 26-28, 2010. The 2010 graduate student seminar and Presidents meeting of Pancs with the full participation of all members. Several of the PANCS (Pacific Asia Networks of Canadian Studies) Presidents and Graduate students then participated in the 13th biennial Jerusalem conference in Canadian Studies. Edo Eshet of the Is.A.C.S then represented PANCS in the European Network Graduate Studies seminar in Milan in September.
1) President / Président
Francisco Colom (AECC) Esther Mitjans (FC)
1988-1998 (FC)

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation
Year of ICCS Membership / Année d’adhésion au CIEC
1990

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
Universidad de La Laguna
Universidad de Barcelona

4) Members / Membres
Individuel/Individuel : 270
Institutional/Institutionnel : 3

5) Web site / Site Web
www.estudioscanadienses.org

6) Activities / Activités
A) Academic / académiques
B) Outreach (Promotion and publicity) / (Promotion et publicité parmi les non-spécialistes et les professionnels)
C) Cultural / culturelles
Workshop “The Traditions of Liberty in the Atlantic World” à l’Institute for the Study of the Americas, Univ. of London (UK), avec les profs. R. Beiner, R. Kingston (Univ. of Toronto) et M. Ducharme, (UBC), organisé par le Dr. Francisco Colom, en collaboration avec la Prof. Susan Hodgett, de BACS (6-7 mai)


Conférence au Musée Barbier Muller de Barcelone de Fréderic Laugrand, de l’Université Laval. Précédemment, il a participé au Colloque sur Indianisation, à Séville, organisé par le prof. Bernabeu

Conférence et séminaire à l’université du Pays Basque de Laurier Turgeon, de l’université Laval, dans le cadre du colloque international organisé par le professeur Iñaki Arrieta.

Colloque international organisé par les profs. Francisco Colom et Ana López Sala, au Palacio de la Aljaferia, à Saragosse, sur « Minorities and Religious Diversity in Immigrant Societies », avec les profs. Helly du INRS; Lefebvre, Univ. de Montréal, et Einsenberg, Univ. of Victoria, organisé par la Dr. López-Sala (CSIC) et J. Tudela, (Fundación Gimenez Abad) (28-29 octobre)

Colloque international » Unidad y pluralidad en nuestro tiempo: Derechos, territorios y constitución", à l’université de Jaén. Hble. Stéphane Dion, et prof. Louis Massicotte, Univ. Laval Organisé par le prof. Alberto del Real (11-12 novembre)

Conférences de l’Hble. S. Dion, à l’Université Autónoma de Madrid, organisé par le prof. Angel Rivero et à Bilbao, par le prof. Lopez Basaguren (14-15 novembre)

Conférence et séminaire de Patricia Kosseim, du Commissariat à la Vie Privée du Canada, organisé avec la Chaire de Bioéthique de l’Université de Barcelone, par Esther Mitjans

Conférence et Séminaire de la prof. Denise Helly à l’Universidad de La Coruña, et à la
Mairie de La Coruña, organisées par le prof. Antonio Izquierdo (16, 17 et 18 février)


7) Publications
(books, journals, proceedings, etc./ livres, revues, actes)

Modernidad, ciudadanía, desviaciones y desigualdades por un análisis del paso a la modernidad ciudadana.
Ed. Fernando López Mora. Servicio de Publicaciones de la Universidad de Córdoba/Fundación Canadá

8) Youth Activities
(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc.)

Activités des jeunes
(Evénements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

Programme d’échange entre les universités de Ottawa, McGill et Barcelone, Sudbury et Castilla – La Mancha, U de Montréal et Autónoma de Madrid, Univ. de Montréal-León.

Plusieurs de nos ex-boursiers organisent de nombreuses activités et offrent des cours dans plusieurs universités espagnoles.

9) Collaborative activities between associations / centres / local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations / centres / mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

La plupart des activités de l’AEEC sont planifiées et organisées conjointement, avec l’Ambassade du Canada en Espagne, la Fondation Canada ainsi qu’avec les deux Centres d’Etudes Canadiennes en Espagne.

Organisation à Séville de la réunion de l’ENCS, septembre 2010
Séminaire international, à Londres, en collaboration avec BACS.

10) Grants awarded by the association / Awards & prizes received by members
(including student grants / awards)

Bourses offertes par l’association / Prix reçus par les membres de l’association
(y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

10 Bourses avec la Fondation La Caixa
4 aides de voyage Séminaire ENCS/REEC

11) Research / Recherches
a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherches principaux et projets
b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
c) outcomes / résultats

La recherche porte, principalement, sur des sujets tels que le fédéralisme canadien, les politiques publiques en matière d’immigration, diversité religieuse et linguistique, les sciences politiques et de l’administration, l’environnement, les littératures canadiennes d’expression anglaise et française, l’histoire, la géographie, la gestion culturelle, etc.

Les cours ayant un composante canadienne ont diminué, sensiblement, depuis l’application du Plan Bologne.

Par contre y a plusieurs thèses doctorales en préparation ainsi que de nombreux travaux de groupes de recherche oeuvrant dans les différentes disciplines évoquées précédemment.

Les programmes d’échanges entre plusieurs universités espagnoles et canadiennes sont toujours actifs ce qui favorise la cotutelle de nombreuses thèses doctorales

b) Accroître la visibilité du Canada et son expertise dans les secteurs dans lesquels
l’expertise canadienne, est reconnue mondialement.
c) De nombreuses institutions espagnoles, publiques et privées, demandent la présence des experts canadiennes dans les forums qu’elles organisent, la plupart des fois, par l’entremise de l’association/Fondation.

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir

Présentation du laboratoire sur la Cyberjustice du CRDP, de l’Université de Montréal, par le prof. Karim Benyekhlef, au Ministère de la Justice. Organisé par la Fondation Canada (3 mai)

Séminaire organisé au Barreau de la Catalogne pour présenter le Laboratoire de la Cyberjustice du CRDP de l’Université de Montréal (juin)

Cours d’été à l’université de Jaén et Tanger (Maroc), organisé par le prof. G. Ruiz Rico, avec les profs. JF Gaudreault-Desbiens et Denise Helly (3-8 juillet)

Cours d’été à l’université de Cordoue, organisé par le prof. Fernando López Mora (3-8 juillet) avec le prof. Gaudreault-Desbiens et D. Helly

Séminaire à l’université de Girona et de Barcelone, sur le pouvoir judiciaire dans les pays fédéraux. Organisé par le prof. Xavier Arbós avec Mme la Juge Rosalie Silbermann, de la Cour Suprême du Canada (juillet)


Séminaire international Espagne, Canada: État des savoirs sur le statut des immigrés », organisé par la Fondation Canada.

Madrid, 27-28 octobre 2011, avec les profs. Crépeau (Univ. McGill), Reitz (Univ. Toronto) Fournier (Univ. Ottawa) et Mr. Biles et Griffith, (Citoyenneté et Immigration Canada)

13) Other / Autres
(agreements, important news, etc. / accords, nouveautés, etc.)

La Fondation Canada a signé un accord avec la Universidad de Jaén et le signera dans les mois à venir avec la Fondation Pluralismo y Convivencia, du Ministère de la Justice de l’Espagne.

Participation au projet « Thinking Canada : Eu-Canada study tour » (2010 et 2011)
Association brésilienne d’études canadiennes
Brazilian Association for Canadian Studies

2011

1) President / Président
Sérgio BARBOSA DE CERQUEDA

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation
Year of ICCS Membership/Année d’adhésion CIEC
1991

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
(number/nombre) 11

4) Members / Membres
(number/nombre) 540

5) Web site / Site Web
http://www.abecan.org.br

6) Activities / Activités
a) Academic / académiques
b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)
c) Cultural / culturelles
* Il Colloque “Developing New Literacies in Cross-Cultural Contexts” avec la participation de professeurs et chercheurs brésiliens et canadiens (Universités York et de Manitoba) – Université de São Paulo, 14-17 septembre
* Conférence ‘Le genre, la violence, l’écriture et la traduction dans Le désert mauve (1987) de l’écrivaine québécoise Nicole Brossard’, présentée par la professeure émérite Louise Forsyth (Departments of Women’s & Gender Studies and Languages and Linguistics - University of Saskatchewan) – Lieu: Université Fédérale de Goias, 20 septembre
* Jour du Canada – série d’activités réalisées par le Centre d’études canadiennes de l’Université Fédérale de Uberlândia, 30 septembre

7) Publications
(publications, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)
Publication des numéros 11 et 12 de la Revue Interfaces Brasil/Canadá (format papier et version en ligne)

8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes
(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Evénements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)
Participation de plusieurs étudiants brésiliens de différentes universités au Programme Comprendre le Canada

9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada
Conception de la nouvelle page de l’Association brésilienne d’études canadiennes sur www.abecan.org.br
10) **Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l’association. Prix reçus par les membres de l’association**

(including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

11) **Research / Recherches**

a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherches principaux et projets

b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies

c) outcomes / résultats

12) **Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir**

L’Université Fédérale de Bahia a été choisie l’une des cinq premières universités des Amériques à recevoir le Programme Mobilité des chercheurs dans les Amériques 2010, sous la responsabilité du Bureau des Amériques de l’Agence universitaire de la francophonie. Dans le cadre de ce programme, l’UFBA a reçu le professeur Bernard Andrès (Université du Québec à Montréal) pour une série de conférences au mois de novembre 2010

Projet de recherche ABECAN : banque de données des canadianistes brésiliens – Université Fédérale de Uberlândia (recherche sur la quantité et les domaines de recherche dans les études canadiennes au Brésil)

III Colloque “Developing New Literacies in Cross-Cultural Contexts” – Université de São Paulo, 21-23 septembre

XI Congrès international de l’Association brésilienne d’études canadiennes – 20 ans d’interfaces Brésil-Canada, Université Fédérale de Bahia, Salvador-Brésil, du 24 au 26 octobre

13) **Other / Autres**

(agreements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)

Accord de coopération entre l’Université de São Paulo et l’Université d’Ottawa
# Venezuelan Association for Canadian Studies

**Association vénézuélienne d'études canadiennes**

| 1) President / Président | Dr. Diego Zambrano – President  
Dra. Emperatriz Arreaza-Camero- Secretary |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of ICCS Membership/Année d’adhésion CIEC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes</td>
<td>ASOCIACION VENEZOLANA DE ESTUDIOS CANADIENSES (The Canadian Studies Center of each University are part of AVEC. During 2010-2011 the most active were : U. of Zulia (LUZ), U. Rafael Urdaneta (URU) in Maracaibo, and U. of Los Andes (ULA) in Merida)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(number/nombre)</td>
<td>100 aprox.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Members / Membres</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(number/nombre)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Web site / Site Web</td>
<td><a href="mailto:earreaza@gmail.com">earreaza@gmail.com</a> , <a href="mailto:dzambran@cantv.net">dzambran@cantv.net</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 6) Activities / Activités | 1.- Conference by Prof. Kay Armatage (U. Toronto) at LUZ on **Canadian Cinema in the Era of Globalization**  
2.- Conference by Prof. Gerard Bouchard (U. Quebec) at URU on **Ethno cultural diversity and collective imaginaries**. -Both conferences were possible thanks to ICCS leadership grants.  
3.- Conference by Prof. Elsy Zavarce (LUZ) at URU on **La expresión del multiculturalismo en el arte contemporaneo en Canada**.  
4.- Conference by Prof. Gabriel Andrade (LUZ) at Ph.D. Seminar in Human Sciences (LUZ) on **Canada treatment of Senior Citizens**.  
5.- Conferences on **Cine Latino-Canadiense** presented by Prof. Emperatriz Arreaza Camero (LUZ) at CALACS (Montreal, June 1-4, 2010) and at Congreso de Estudios Argentino-Canadienses (San Juan, Argentina, October 29-31, 2010). |
| a) Academic / académiques | |
| b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité) | |
| c) Cultural / culturelles | |
- Two courses/semesters in 2010 on Arte Contemporaneo, contexto, diseño y activismo: Canada Y Venezuela dictated at LUZ by Prof. Elsy Zavarce.  
| (books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.) | |
| 8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes | - Dra. Emperatriz Arreaza-Camero as representative of AVEC participate at the ICCS annual meeting in Montreal (May 2010) and the RELEC annual meeting in San Juan, Argentina (November 2010).  
- Dr. Gabriel Andrade as representative of AVEC was part of the Jury for the pre-selection of FRP and FEP candidates (Mexico, January 2011).  
- Dr. Humberto Amado invited **Ambassador of Canada in Venezuela Mr. Paul Gibbards** for a |
| (Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Événements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.) | |
| 9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du | |


Gouvernement du Canada

meeting with indigenous culture experts at URU (February 15, 2011).
- Dr. Gabriel Andrade and Mgs. Romina de Rugieriis were proposed as representatives of AVEC at the RELEC comission for Youth Canadianists. (2011).
- Dr. Gabriel Andrade is building a Red de Estudios Canadienses at the Faculty of Humanities (LUZ). (2011).
- Dra. Emperatriz Arreaza-Camero as Secretary of AVEC sent by INTERNET -each month- all the information procedent from ICCS and RELEC, and other Associations and/or Centers of Canadian Studies abroad.
-- Dra. Emperatriz Arreaza-Camero as Secretary of AVEC convocated all the Center for Canadadian Studies in Venezuela and moderated the AVEC meeting at LUZ, in Maracaibo (April 27-28, 2011).
- Dr. Gabriel Andrade (LUZ) won a FRP 2010 schorlarship to do his research on Canada Treatment of Senior Citizens.
- Mgs. Romina de Rugieriis (LUZ) won a grant to present her Ph.D. Dissertation Proposal on Cine Canadiense y Cine Venezolano ante perspectivas de las nuevas tecnologias at the IX SEMINECAL. (Bogota,Colombia, April 14-15, 2011).

10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l’association. Prix reçus par les membres de l’association (including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

11) Research / Recherches
    a) principal areas and projects /domaines de recherches principaux et projets
    b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
    c) outcomes / résultats

6.) Madeleine Richer (LUZ). Una comparación entre el modelo canadiense y el modelo uruguayo de cooperativas de vivienda de propiedad colectiva. (2011).
- Celebration of Canada Day in Maracaibo: July 1, 2011.

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir

13) Other / Autres
    (agreements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)

-Working process for the Institutional Agreement between University of Zulia and University of Concordia (Montreal).
- Working process for the reorganization and consolidation of AVEC and all its members; individuals and Centers for Canadian Studies in each Universities.

URGENT NOTE FROM AVEC : It is of critical importance to keep receiving institutional and financial support from the ICCS and the Canadian Mission in Venezuela in order to maintain contact through not only internet, but also through regular meetings and academic encounters among the AVEC individual members and centers.

Por example, AVEC DID NOT RECEIVE ANY INSTITUCIONAL OR/AND FINANTIAL SUPPORT FOR THE EMBASSY OF CANADA IN CARACAS IN ORDER TO HAVE AVEC MEETING (APRIL 27-28, 2011). EACH MEMBER WHO SHOWN UP HAVE TO PAY THEIR OWN EXPENSES.

It has been so difficult to have regular meetings/or Canadian Studies Congress in AVEC in the last years because the lack of financial resources due to the administrative problems with the ICCS and the Embassy of Canada in Caracas. We really expect that all these problems can be resolved satisfactory very soon. Thanks!
**Russian Association for Canadian Studies**  
**Association russe d'études canadiennes**

| **1) President / Président** | Prof. Sergei Rogov |
| **2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation** | 1992, new version of Constitution adopted by RACS General Meeting in 2002 |
| **Year of ICCS Membership/Année d’adhésion CIEC** |  |
| **3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes** | 8 centers (Moscow - 2, St. Petersburg, Volgograd, Saratov, Tatarstan, Magnitogorsk, Far East University in Vladivostok) |
| **(number/nombre)** |  |
| **4) Members / Membres** (number/nombre) | 180 |
| **5) Web site / Site Web** | www.racs.ru |

**6) Activities / Activités**

- **a) Academic / académiques**
- **b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)**
- **c) Cultural / culturelles**

1. Workshop “Canadian Sovereignty: History and Current Challenges”, Bryansk State University, May 12-13, (attendance – 45);
2. Conference “Canada and Russia: Facing Global Challenges”, St Petersburg State University for Economics and Finances, November 22-23, (attendance 60-70, H.E. Ambassador of Canada John Sloan had participated);
3. Workshop “Nature and Man in Canadian History, Literature and Social Life”, Moscow State University, Department of Journalism, December 6, 2010, (attendance – 25);
4. Academic hearings “Canada in 2010: Economy and Politics”, organized jointly by Academy of Sciences and RACS, Moscow, December 24, (attendance around 50);
5. Conference “McLuhan’s Galaxy”, Nijni Novgorod Commercial University, March 30-31, (attendance 35)

**7) Publications**  
**(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)**

1. Akimov Yu. *North America and Siberia from the end of XVI till the mid of XVIII centuries. The History of Colonization Comparative Study*. St Petersburg, St Petersburg State University Press. – 372 p. (in Russian)
8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes
(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Événements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l’association. Prix reçus par les membres de l’association (including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

11) Research / Recherches
   a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherches principaux et projets
   b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
   c) outcomes / résultats

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir
13) Other / Autres
   (agreements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)

   13. ROIK Vestnik” (RACS Newsletter) – N 26
   14. Monthly Magazine “USA*Canada – economy, politics, culture” (Editor-in –Chief – Eduard Ivanyan) – 25 articles, commentaries on Canadian current issues “Young Canadianists School” (interuniversity seminar for students), St Petersburg, May 5, 2011 (attendance – more than 50 students and scholars)

   Numerous theses on Canadian Studies.
   13 universities have special courses on Canadian Studies

   RACS students participation in the 19th European Conference on Canadian Studies (Milan, Italy)
   Conference “Corporate Social Responsibility”, organized by Canadian Embassy and RACS at Kazan’ Federal University, Republic of Tatarstan, (attendance around 150, H.E. Ambassador of Canada John Sloan had participated)

   ACADEMIC SUPPORT for hosting the important Canadian visitors to Russia

   Most of RACS’ activities are implemented in coordination and attendance from local Canadian Embassy.

   Participation in ENCS and ICCS activities.
   FRP – 5
   FEP – 4
   Postdoctoral - 1

   Numerous research projects on Canadian Studies (history, economics, political sciences, environment, culture, etc) are realized by RACS members

   10th RACS Biannual International conference “Canada and Russia: Facing Northern and Arctic Challenges”, St Petersburg, September 23-25
Korean Association for Canadian Studies  
Association coréenne d’études canadiennes

2011

1) President / Président
Andrew Kim

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation
Year of ICCS Membership / Année d’adhésion CIEC
1992

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes
(9)

4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)
Individual: 155 / Institutional: 9

5) Web site / Site Web
www.kacs.kr

6) Activities / Activités
a) Academic / académiques
b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)
c) Cultural / culturelles

   International Conference: “Multicultural and Gifted Education in Canada: Insights for Strategies and Policies of Korean Education,” October, 2010, Chung-Ang University, Seoul, Korea (Supported by Department of Foreign Affairs, Canada)

   2010 Canada-Korea Workshop on Corporate Social Responsibility, December 7, 2011, Kyunghee University, Seoul, Korea

7) Publications
(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

   Asian Journal of Canadian Studies, Vol. 16, No. 1-2, December 2010


   e-newsletters (March, June, and November)

8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes
(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Evénements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l’association. Prix reçus par les membres de l’association
(including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)
The Korean Association for Canadian Studies will host the 2011 Conference for the Pacific Asian Network of Canadian Studies as well as a national conference in October 2010. The theme of the conference will be “Canadian National Interests in East Asia.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) President / Président</th>
<th>Salvador Cervantes Cervantes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation</td>
<td>Establishment 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of ICCS Membership / Année d’adhésion CIEC</td>
<td>ICCS Memb. 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes</td>
<td>Only two centers are members: CESAN- Universidad de Guadalajara and CENA- UNIVA Catholic University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(number/nombre)</td>
<td>347 members / additionally we sent information to 1145 contacts that have been in touch with the Association.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Members / Membres</td>
<td>We increase the social networks’ interaction this year, and we have: Facebook: 897 fans. (More than 50% than the last year) Twitter: 52 followers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(number/nombre)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.amec.com.mx">www.amec.com.mx</a>. We distribute information from our web page promoting Events with Canadian content from different Institutions (no members institutions or organizations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Web site / Site Web</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Activities / Activités</td>
<td>a) Academic / académiques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Outreach (Promotion &amp; Publicity / Promotion et publicité)</td>
<td>2. Mexican Association for International Studies (AMEI) -The Mexican Independence and the globalization Conference. (San Luis Potosí, Mx.) Six of our Members participate as speakers: Francisco Santana (Treasurer of AMEC); Ricardo Cortez Amezcua (Executive Director of AMEC); Jorge Hernandez (Director of AMEC’s Journal); Arturo Santa Cruz (Member); Fernando Osuna Rojas (Member); Teresa Gutierrez Haces (Member)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Cultural / culturelles</td>
<td>3. Migration Panel Discussion; Viewed from Different Perspectives (Guadalajara, Jalisco México). UNIVA-AMEC. Speakers: US Consul Christopher Teal; Dra. Ana Leticia Gaspar (AMEC’s Member)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. 7th International Migration Seminar: International Migration Dynamics (Morelia, Michoacán). AMEC coorganized this event with the participation of the Journal Director, also the program included Dra. Ofelia Becerril Quintana (Member) as a Keynote Speaker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. ASAEC, Canadian-Argentinean: three AMEC members participate as Speakers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. United Nation Model of Puebla’s University- Universidad Benemérita de Puebla (Puebla, Mx.). We gave the AMEC’s journal to all participants. We also provided support to the team that represented Canada at the UN Model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Mexico-Canada Bilateral Reunion (COMEXI-FOCAL/Veracruz, Ver.) AMEC was represented by Jorge Hernandez (Director of AMEC’s Journal).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Internationalization Programs: Understanding Canada, Fulbright Programs, SRE Scholarships (Guadalajara, Jalisco, México). Speakers: Academic Affairs Coordinator of Cánada: Pierre Sved US Consul: Christopher Teal SRE Foreign Affairs Advisor: Eugenia Ronca Carvajal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10. Seminar of Midterm Elections in the United States – Canada Effects (Guadalajara, Jalisco) AMEC- CESAN collaboration. Speakers:
   - US Consul Christopher Teal
   - AMEC’s Treasure Francisco Santana
   - CESAN’s Director Arturo Santa Cruz
   - AMEC’s Journal Director Jorge Hernández
   - ITESM’s Communication and Foreign Affairs Director. Silvia Figueroa


12. Two members participated as panelist at BACS 2011.

b) Outreach
AMEC had a Stand to promote the Canadian Studies and share information of several events as:
1. United Nations Model of ITESO University.
2. AMEI Summit: The Mexican Independence and the globalization Conference.
3. International Seminar: “Environmental governance to the sustainable resource management: Canadian experience in Mexico”
4. Quebec’s Day in Guadalajara. AMEC’s helped the Quebec’s Delegation in Mexico organize the entire media and press reservation.
5. Imagine Canada Fair- Organized by The Canadian Embassy.

C) Cultural.
1. Film Series: a view from Canada. Guadalajara, Jalisco.
2. Promote the Film Series at UdLAP (Puebla): resource, environmental and Cultural Diversity.

7) Publications
(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)
   We delivered the journal to important and recognition organizations as:
   * Delivery to Members and contacts of the electronic version and print version to some of them.
2. AMEC’s created a News Bulletin; it was sent to more than 1,100 contacts.
3. One member published a Book: Mexicans in Toronto: city of Immigrants” by Rodrigo Marin (ISSN-9786078035250)

8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes
(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Événements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)
1. AMEC has sent more than 1100 emails resolving doubts, and providing information about Canadian Programs, Scholarships, invitations and cultural events.
2. More than 900 fans interactions per week (average according to the Facebook report) at the AMEC’s Social Network.
3. AMEC gave away more than 1,800 journals for 800 speakers and 1,000 students at the Academic activities mentioned: AMEI, UN models. (objective: To promote to the new canadianist to write and research about Canada)
4. 52 followers at twitter
5. AMEC actively promoted the International Experience in Canada, Emerging Leaders in America, FEP, FRP and DSRA programs.
6. We presented AMEC-Canadian Studies to several universities, fostering the Canadian studies programs:
   - Universidad de Baja California Sur, Universidad del Caribe, Colegio de Ciencias y Letras de Tepic, Universidad Tecnológica de Nuevo Laredo, Universidad Tecnológica de San Juan del Río, Universidad de Celaya, Universidad Veracruzana.
7. We were invited to the UVM- Universidad del Valle de México to present “CANADA” to High School Students on their Bilingual Program. (We gave to all students the flyers on how to become part of AMEC)
9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

- In conjunction with the Canadian Embassy AMEC was the host of the Programs pre-evaluation FRP, FEP, DSRA (Guadalajara, Jal., Mx.)
- Seminar Contemporary Security Challenges in North America. Universidad de Guadalajara.
- AMEC participated actively on the I and II Bi national Meeting Workshop “Initiative Mexico-Canada” – (Initiative that includes the participation of very important entities such as: COMEXI, FOCAL, CIDE, SRE, etc)
- We are working closely with the Quebec Delegation in Mexico to promote all his programs and events.
- We received at AMEC the Director for North America at the Foreign Affairs Department from the province of Quebec, to enhance the close work that we have been undertaking with the Quebec Province.

10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l’association. Prix reçus par les membres de l’association (including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

1. Best Doctoral Thesis in Canadian Studies Award, for the thesis entitled “Urban Revitalization and Quality of Life in Inner City Montreal and Mexico.” by Dr. Tello Campos.
2. Grant Student Mobility Program, with the Project: Academic Encounter in Nova Scotia. to Students of the CENA (Centre of North American Studies)

11) Research / Recherches

a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherches principaux et projets
b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
c) outcomes/ résultats

- Regional Project. Branding Country: Study of Canada’s perception (America Latina). (RELEC)
  * Two Research projects of Doctoral Thesis from AMEC members:
    - Internet Social Networks as constructive spaces of competitive advantage in SME’s: comparative scenery Mexico and Canada, Carlos Diez Arzate. (AMEC).
      He presented already some advances at AMEC and ACACIA Conferences (Management Academy)
    - Para diplomacy as a Development tool: Case of Michoacan & Alberta Canada, Jorge Hernandez (AMEC)
      (Published 2 articles in a Journal and one Book Chapter)

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir

1. AMEC’s 20th Anniversary Celebration. Emeriti Members: Recognition to the promotion on Canadian Studies in Mexico. (AMEC)
2. Oral Trials; the Canadian Experience. Organized by The Law Research Institute of the Jalisco State and AMEC
4. 3rd Multiculturalism and Dialogue Forum. (ANUIES-AMEC)
5. Signature of Agreement of Understanding between AMEC and Universidad Autonoma de Sinaloa

13) Other / Autres

(agreements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)

- Understanding Agreement Signed between the Universidad de Baja California Sur and AMEC.
- Dra. Graciela Martinez Zalce, invited as “Advisory Board members of the International Journal of Canadian Studies”.
- This year Mexico has 11 FRP participants, 7 FEP and 4 DSRA participants.
- 83 participants of ELAP Program.
- AMEC’s Project for year 2011 and 2012: “Collaboration”.
Association for Canadian Studies in Argentina
Association d'études canadiennes en Argentine

1) President / Président: Prof. Ana Teresa Pfeiffer
2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation: 1997 (first Centre in 1985)
3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes (number/nombre):
   - Centro Canadiense Comahue (CC Comahue), Centro Cultural Canadá Córdoba (CCC Córdoba), Centro Cuyo Canadá (CCCuyo), Centro de Estudios Argentino-Canadienses de Buenos Aires (CEAC Bs. As.), Centro Bonaerense de Estudios Canadienses (CEBOEC), Centro de Estudios Canadienses de Tucumán (CEC Tucumán), Centro de Estudios Canadienses de Rosario (CECAR)

4) Members / Membres (number/nombre): Individuals: about 1300
5) Web site / Site Web: www.asaec.com

6) Activities / Activités:
   a) Academics:
      - Workshop: Early Detection of Disabilities at School in Children Suffering from Dyslexia, held by Linda Siegel (University of British Columbia), Quinquela Martín Museum, Buenos Aires, February 17-18, 2010.
      - Lecture: “Towards Sustainable Architecture: Lead-Challenge Projects 2030”, held by Arch. Brigit Siber (Canada), within the framework of the I Green Architecture Conference, organized by the Faculty of Architecture, Planning and Design (UNC) and CCCordoba. Córdoba, September 27-28, 2010. Also it was organized by the School of Architecture, Design and Urbanism (UBA) and CEAC Bs.As., September 29th, 2010. (Leadership Program).
      - Symposium: “Between the Race Crucible and Multiculturalism: Argentina-Canada Cross-Country Perspectives in the wake of the Bicentennial” held by Victor Armony (Observatory of the Americas, Montreal) and Joseph-Yvon Thériault (UQAM) within the framework of ECON Congress 2010, Nation, Diversity, Pluralism: Between the Melting Pot and Multiculturalism, organized by School of Economics (UBA), November 15th, 2010.
      - Course: Use of Satellite Technology applied to the study of poverty and social exclusion, held by Lic. Olga Corna (CECAR), Engineering Faculty (UNR), November 2010.
      - Seminar: First Seminar in Human Resources Formation in portfolio, held by Bibiana Boccolini (CECAR) within the framework of the Programme of Santa Fe Government “Connecting Equalities”, Rosario, 2010.
   b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity):
      - Meeting between Ph.D. Andrée Levesque with Argentinean specialists on Women and Gender in Canada during the Post-War, Faculty of Social Sciences, UNLP, November 17th, 2010.
   c) Cultural / culturelles:
      - Booth on Canadian Culture and Education within the framework of the Professional Development Conference for English Teachers, Franco (ASAEC), organized by CC Comahue/ASAEC, Neuquén, August 23-24, 2010.
organized by Pr-T. February 16-18, 2010.
- Book Presentation: The Zoo of God II by Pablo Urbanyi, organized by the Faculty of Languages (UNC) and CCCórdoba. Cordoba, October 29th, 2010. Also in Buenos Aires and in La Plata, November 19th (Leadership Program) FECHAS.
- CECAR representative met with Beatriz Díez, Canadian Chair Director (Universidad de La Habana) and Dr. Jorge Domínguez Menéndez, Vice-Rector of Universidad de La Habana and with Mr. Doug Harvey (Virgin Technologies, Ontario). February 2011.
- Understanding Canada Program promotion, organized by CEBOEC, UNLZ, March 2010, April 2010. Also in UNLP, march 2010.

c) Cultural
- Film presentation: Los Anges Dechets, by Elene Dallaire (Producer), organized by CCCórdoba, UNC Cultural Space, Córdoba, July 25th, 2010.
- Theatre play: Le Portier de la Gare Windsor, written by Julie Vincent, adapted by Blanca Herrera. This event was organized by CEAC BsAs. El portón de Sánchez Theatre, Buenos Aires, August to November 2010. (Innovative and Strategic Project)
- Lecture: Features of French-Canadian music, held by Gabriel Bendersky (ex FRP), organized by CCCórdoba, Chubut, June 28th, 2010.
- AAVV, Canadistas del Comahue 2010 - Acercando Culturas, Neuquén, Educo Press and CCCórdoba.
- Article: Toigo, Gabriel, «Immigration in Canada» in the Annual Magazine of the Faculty of Juridical and Social Sciences, UNLP (in press).
- ASAEC promoted the assistance of 1 young canadianist from each region to take part in I Argentine-Canadian Regional Policies Conference, organized by CCCórdoba, San Juan, October 28-29, 2010. CCCórdoba Canada Cultural Center promoted the participation of two members of its Young Canadianists Commission.
- ASAEC promoted the assistance of 3 young canadianists to the following course: Entre théâtralité et performativité: les nouvelles formes scéniques, held by Josette Feral, Tandil, August 25-27, 2010.
- Seminar: “Meeting with Canadian Fellows: Presentation of Canadian Government’s Programs”, held by Beatriz Ventura (Canadian Embassy) and Cristina Lucchini (ASAEC), organized by the Canadian Embassy, ASAEC and CCCórdoba within the framework of V International Congress of Cultural Heritage, Alliance Française of Cordoba, May 5th, 2010.
- Meeting: Young Canadianists Meeting, directed by Sebastián Grenoville (CEAC BsAs), May 10th, 2010.
- Children and Youth Film Festival: DIVERCINE. Canadian filmmakers and producers took part in this event.Rosario, July 2010.
- Graphic Design Competition: My vision of Quebec, coordinated by Beatriz Luque and organized by CCCórdoba. Schools: A. Carbo and IPEM 270, November, 10th, 2010.
- Primary teachers training: Calidris Project, held by Edith Matzen de Hirsch, organized by CCCórdoba, Rio Negro, October 2010.
- Children from Escuela No. 23 Canada and Canada School met children from a school located in the Province of Buenos Aires that wished to name their school “Canada”. Therefore they needed information for convincing their school friends. Organized by the Canadian Embassy and CEAC Bs.As.. October 2010.
- Canadianist Chairs on Contemporary Jewish Poetry in Canada, on The participation of Canada in the 2nd World War and the jewish immigration to Canada and on Canadian Contemporary Music, UNLP, organized by CEBOEC.
- Disciplinary Coordination: ASAEC met with Universities Academic and International Relations Secretaries at the National Universidad of Cordoba, Cordoba Catholic University, National Technological University and the Buenos Aires University XXI Century, August 10-11, 2010.
- Lecture: Comics, games, movies, talk-shows…: Re-imaging emergent literary instruction as multimodal collaboration, held by Heather Lotherington, Professor of Multilingual Education, Faculty of Education, York University, Toronto. Organized by Faculty of Language (UNC) – CCC, February 22, 2010.

7) Publications
(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

- Disciplinary Coordination: ASAEC met with Universities Academic and International Relations Secretaries at the National Universidad of Cordoba, Cordoba Catholic University, National Technological University and the Buenos Aires University XXI Century, August 10-11, 2010.
- Lecture: Comics, games, movies, talk-shows…: Re-imaging emergent literary instruction as multimodal collaboration, held by Heather Lotherington, Professor of Multilingual Education, Faculty of Education, York University, Toronto. Organized by Faculty of Language (UNC) – CCC, February 22, 2010.

8) Youth Activities / Activités jeunesse
(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Événements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

- Gouvernement du Canada
- Conference: Teaching of French: Writing Development of French as a foreign language, held by Olivier Dezutter (Faculty of Education, University of Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada). Organized by: Faculty of Language (UNC) – CCC. October 21, 2010.
- Referree: Lic. Olga Coma (CECAR) for IX SEMINECAL.

- Awards / Scholarships:
  - Student Mobility Support: projects submitted: 4; projects approved: 3 (Leaders: Emilio Polo/CCCórdoba, María Eugenia Castelao/CEAC BsAs, Adriana Otero/CCComahue)
  - Innovative and Strategic Projects: submitted 4; approved 4. (CECAR, UBA, Dirección Nacional del Antártico, Casa de Letras/CEAC BsAs)
  - Conference Grant program: submitted: 3; approved: 3. (CCCórdoba, CCCuyo, Jorge Bercholc)
  - FRP submitted: 27; approved: 11. (call 2009-2010)
  - FEP submitted: 21; approved: 8. (call 2009-2010)
  - DSRA submitted: 1; approved: 0. (call 2009-2010)
  - PIRL submitted: 3; approved: 0. (call 2010-2011)
  - ELAP approved: 25 (call 2009-2010)
- Two post doctoral fellowships from CONICET, Argentina, for Alberta and Laval Universities. FET support for stages at HEC, Montreal University. (CEC Tucumán)

Note: we still don’t have the results of the FRP/FEP/DSRA 2010-2011 call

- Film competition: Argentina-Canada digital short film competition: video / DVD, coordinated by Elsa Zareceansky (CCCórdoba) and developed in secondary schools in Cordoba, 2011.
- Workshop: Teaching French as a foreign language, held by Olivier Dezutter (Université de Sherbrooke), organized by Faculty of Language (UNC) and the CCCórdoba, Córdoba, April, 2011.

- Seminar: T.V. and Journals programming, Quebec expertise, held by Laval University Professors (TBC) organized by local Universities, FET and CEC Tucumán. September 26-30, 2011.
- Course: Organizational Negotiations to be held by Rex Brynen, organized by UBA/UNR, June 2011.
- Lecture: “Hybridation et (ré) écritures” to be held by Martine-Emmanuelle Lapointe (Université de Montréal) within the framework of XXIV French and Francophone Literature Seminar, organized by University of Buenos Aires and Alliance Française and sponsored by CEAC Bs.As., May 2011
- Course: International Observatory on Financial Services Cooperatives, held by Inmaculada Buendia (University of Montreal), Rosario, May 2011.
- Festival: International Poetry Festival Rosario, with Nicole Brossard as special guest, organized by Cultural Secretary/ Municipality of Rosario, sponsored by CECAR, September 2011.
- Seminar: The Challenges of return on Tourist Destinations and the formulation of Investment Projects, to be held by Mg. Rodrigo Gonzalez, Chos Malal, Neuquen, April, 2011.
- Lecture: Redaction of legislative projects, to be held by M.Lamothe, organized by CECBEC Faculty of Juridical Sciences and at the Senate of the Province of Buenos Aires, June 2011.
- Seminar: The effect of the international crisis on Argentine and Canadian agricultural commodity markets, to be held by Julieta Frank (University of Manitoba), La Plata, August 2011.
- Lecture: Hybrid identities and English Language Learning, held by Bonny Norton (University of British Columbia) within the framework of Professional Development Conference for English Teachers, organized by Pro-T, Córdoba, February 17th, 2011. Also in Mendoza, February 22nd, 2011 and in Mar del Plata, April 9th, 2011 (Leadership Program)
13) Other / Autres
(agreements, important
news, etc./accords,
nouveautés, etc.)

- Open Chair on Justice and Law creation. This is the 3rd ASAEC’s open chair

Agreements
- For concrete projects (Education, co-production, technology research and theory, distribution, exchange) with Argentinean government (Argentina Media System, Argentina Culture Secretariat at ministerial level and INCAA – Argentinean film institute) and producers for co-production (CALOI, Franca González) via the work begun and followed by Monique Simard, currently Director of the Office National du Film.
- On April 15th, 2010, Canadian Studies Area in Universidad Nacional de Lomas de Zamora (CEBOEC’s member) was launched. Specialists from this area were involved in one Conference Grant program submission for November 2010.
- Universidad de Buenos Aires and Université de Montréal renewed their agreement on September 8th, 2010.
- Canadian Cultural Centre of Córdoba promoted agreement signing during this period. Agreements signed:
  - Canadian Cultural Centre of Córdoba – Universidad Tecnológica Nacional de Córdoba
  - Canadian Cultural Centre of Córdoba – San Miguel Institute
  - Canadian Cultural Centre of Córdoba – School of Social Work (Universidad Nacional de Córdoba)
  - Canadian Cultural Centre of Córdoba – Escuela Normal Superior “Dr. Alejandro Carbó”


Panel: “Tecnología y comunidad: Educar para la Era Digital” with Stephen Downes, Raúl Juárez and Juan Manuel Lucero, Emilio Salomón (mod.), within the framework of the “VI Congreso Internacional: Cultura del Trabajo: Jóvenes valores y educación” Córdoba.

Central European Association for Canadian Studies
Association d'études canadiennes en Europe Centrale

1) President / Président
Dr. János Kenyeres

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation
2003 (year of foundation)
Year of ICCS Membership/Année d’adhésion
2004 (associate membership)
CIEC
2007 (full membership)

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes (number/nombre)
31

4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)
Individual: 284 (in 2011)
Institutional: All members are individuals

5) Web site / Site Web
http://www.cecanstud.cz/

6) Activities / Activités
a) Academic / académiques
b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)
c) Cultural / culturelles
Selected from over one hundred and seventy activities and events in 2010 and early 2011:
- 3rd international interdisciplinary multilingual conference of Canadian Studies, Migration, Globalization, Hibridity, Zagreb May 21-23, 2010
- Book promotion by Canadian author Jocelyn Mojzes held in Zagreb, September 14, 2010, at Canadian embassy. The following books were presented: • Agatha’s Forest • The Boy, the Old Man and the Apple Tree • How the World Became a Nicer Place • Love Is
- Days of Francophonia in Nis 25-26 March
- Book promotion by Canadian author Jocelyn Mojzes held in Zagreb, September 14, at Canadian embassy. The following books were presented: Agatha’s Forest, The Boy, the Old Man and the Apple Tree, How the World Became a Nicer Place, Love Is

Executive Committee meeting of CEACS, 25 March, 2011, Bratislava, Slovakia

Lucia Otrísalová, Head of the Slovak Chapter of CEACS, and János Kenyeres, President of CEACS, at the joint Executive Committee and Advisory Board meeting of CEACS, 26 March, 2011, Bratislava, Slovakia
7) Publications
(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

CEACS’s own publications:
- Central European Journal of Canadian Studies

- Members of the CEACS continued to make significant contributions to the advancement of Canadian Studies through their over 130 publications, including books, academic essays, articles, reviews and translations

8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes
(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Événements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

- The Central European Young Canadianists, established in 2009, continued to facilitate cooperation among young researchers to explore new Canadian - Central European perspectives and to support intercultural communication and exchange of ideas. In 2010, the CEYC network launched a website (www.yc-jc.eu) and started publishing newsletters on a regular basis.

- Students from the CEACS countries participated in the EU-Canada Study Tour and Internship Programme 2010 – “Thinking Canada”. Don Sparling, from CEACS and Masaryk University, Brno, acted as Director and Academic Advisor to the tour. This programme took 27 students selected from 18 Member States of the European Union first to Brussels (1-5 September) and then to Ottawa, Québec, Montréal, Toronto, Vancouver and Victoria (5-26 September). Students on the tour attended over one hundred presentations and briefings with politicians, public servants and representatives of other public institutions, private firms, cultural groups, First Nations and Inuit representatives, think tanks and foundations.

Conferences:
- Several students from the CEACS countries attended the Nineteenth European Seminar for Graduate Students in Canadian Studies, University of Milano at Sesto San Giovanni, September 22-24 2010

- Student members of CEACS participated in a number of other professional conferences with topics on Canada

New courses:
20 new courses were launched at the universities and colleges of the CEACS countries in the period under review. Courses focused on Canadian culture, literature and history.

Theses
Over 50 theses were defended at the Canadian Studies Centres of the CEACS countries in 2010.

9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

- Visite, le 22 février 2010, au Centre d’études canadiennes de Iași, de Mme Claire Lord (Conseiller Immigration) et de Mme Irina Centea (Officier Programme Immigration)

- Soutien financier accordé par l’Ambassade du Canada en Roumanie à l’organisation du colloque Visages de la francophonie canadienne (mars 2010, Journées de la francophonie)
Participants of the joint Advisory Board and Executive Committee meeting of CEACS, 27 March, 2011, Bratislava, Slovakia

- July 8-11: Four Canadian bands: Chromeo, Beast, Crystal, A Trak at EXIT urban music festival in Novi Sad

- September 27, 2010: Leading marketing guru Canadian Robin Sharma gives seminar The Leader Who Had No Title: How The Best Win at Belgrade Hyatt Regency Hotel

- October 12-16, 2010: Serbian tour of Talk Is Free theatre from Barrie, Ont. with Nikolai Gogol's play The Tale of Ivan vs. Ivan in National Theatres of Sabac, Uzice and Belgrade

- October 12-13, 2010: Canada Days in Sabac (theatre performance, art exhibitions, book promotions, presentation on Canadian educational opportunities

- October 11-12, 2010: Professor Robert Hackett, Simon Fraser University gives lecture on Media Globalization and the Politics of Journalistic Objectivity Beyond West at the University of Belgrade; launch of the Serbian translation of the book Sustaining Democracy?: Journalism and the Politics of Objectivity by Hackett/Zhao

- Don Sparling, CEACS and Masaryk University, Brno - 20 October – guest lecture on Canada – an American or a European Nation (or Nations? for students of the English Department, University of Ostrava

- Jitka Uvírová, Palacký University, Olomouc - 5 lectures in French Universities

- Petr Kyloušek, University Masaryk, Brno : 2 et 3 novembre, 2 conférences du professeur Guy Laforest (Université Laval) à la Faculté des Lettres de l’Université Masaryk: 1) What federalism means in Quebec; 2) Le fédéralisme exécutif: problèmes et actualité.

- November 24-28, 2010: Performances of Saltimbanc by Cirque du Soleil in the Belgrade Arena

- November 1-3, 2010: Third Canadian Documentary and Short Film Festival Festival - Canadian Aboriginal Dreamers, Podgorica Montenegro

- Laforest, Guy. (Université Laval) “Confederation in Canada.” Pázmány Péter Catholic University, Piliscsaba. 4 November, 2010.

- Dr. John F. Berry. (Queen’s University, Kingston): “Intercultural Relations in Culturally Diverse Societies,” ON/AN/OTHER Conference 2. Eszterházy Károly Teachers’ Training College, Eger. 28-29 October, 2010

- Simándi, Ágnes (Hungarian-Canadian poet and iconographer) read from her works followed by discussions at Kodolányi János University of Applied Sciences and Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, 30 November, 2010 and December 2, 2010.

- Book launch of Canadian-German-Hungarian Cultural Reader at the annual meeting of the GKS in Grainau, 27 February, 2011

- A great number of our members attended various Canadian Studies conferences held in a range of countries
10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l'association. Prix reçus par les membres de l'association
(including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)
- CEACS Travel Grants to attend conferences
- Brno Research Grants to do research at the Canadian Studies Centre at Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
- Several of our members received an FEP or FRP Grant

11) Research / Recherches
a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherches principaux et projets
b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
c) outcomes / résultats
- The CEACS Translation Research Project started its activities concentrating on translations of belles-lettres and theoretical/philosophical works by Canadian authors. Scholars participating in the project met to discuss details of the project on June 5, 2010 in Budapest
- The CEACS Diaspora Project was successfully completed, resulting in the two volumes of *Migrating Memories: Central Europe in Canada* (for details see under Publications above)

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir
The CEACS Translation Research Project will hold a conference in October 2011 in Budapest

*Contemporary Canadian Literature in English: European Perspectives,* a collection of essays, is scheduled to be published in 2012 in Romania. This volume is meant to offer a view of the European critical response to Canadian writing, to present new directions in Canadian letters and to analyze the work of the most important contemporary Canadian authors writing in English

13) Other / Autres
(agreements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)
6) Activities / Activités
a) Academic / académiques
b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)
c) Cultural / culturelles

5th Congress of Polish Canadianists: *Towards Critical Multiculturalism: Dialogues Between/ Among Canadian Diasporas* (Kraków, Poland – Jagiellonian University & University of Silesia, October 7-9, 2010).

*Days of Canadian Culture* (April 27-29, 2010) at the Canadian Studies Center of the University of Silesia in Sosnowiec; regular outreach event aimed at popularizing Canada among Polish students, organized on an annual basis.

*Photo Exhibition: Research trip to Vancouver Island* (April 29 – May 20, 2010, at the Canadian Studies Center of the University of Silesia in Sosnowiec); photography exhibition prepared by students of the Institute of English Cultures and Literatures who participated in the project "Transcultural dialogues between Canada and Poland. Educating for ethics of diversity."

*Weekly Canadian Film screening* with an introduction by dr Nancy Earle (October-December 2010, Canadian Studies Center of the University of Silesia, Sosnowiec)

*Canadian Culture workshop and competition (an outreach program)* in Karol Miarka High School and Junior High School No. 1 in Żory (December 8, 2010) organized and led by Nancy Earle and Eugenia Sojka.

*His Excellency Ambassador Daniel Costello’s lecture* "Canada in transatlantic relations" (Department of Transatlantic and Media Studies of the University of Łódź, December 2010)

*A series of lectures and events on Canadian literature and studies* at The English Department, Faculty of Arts and Pedagogy, Adam Mickiewicz University, Kalisz.

*19th Annual Conference of the Polish Association for the Study of English: Crossing frontiers, staking out new Territories* (Adam Mickiewicz University, Kalisz, Poland, April 19-21, 2010).

*Maria Singh* (Robarts Centre for Canadian Studies, York University, Toronto) gave a lecture at the English Department of the Pedagogical University of Cracow on November 26, 2010. The lecture was entitled "Canadian Art and its Newest Interpretations."


We encourage students to join by instituting programs allowing support for research trips within Poland and abroad, and for conference participation. We have also started a “student essays” section on our website, to promote outstanding essays on Canadian topic and “reports” section, to publish students’ reports of the conferences and seminars they participated in and reports on the library research they had done. We offer the following grants designed to encourage active participation to all our members:

Conference grants  - allow to cover travel expenses for Canadianists (PACS members) who attend conferences outside Poland or do their research in European libraries. The grants are offered yearly in two rounds.

Library grants  - allow a partial cover of travel expenses and accommodation for undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate students as well as for other scholars (PACS members) who plan to do their research in the libraries of Canadian Studies Centres in Poland.

Nancy Burke Best M.A. Thesis Award  – This PACS Award is designed to promote each year an outstanding M.A. thesis on a Canadian topic written in Poland (in either Polish, French or English), and which contributes to a better understanding of Canada in Poland. The award is consistent with the ICCS’s strategy of fostering a new generation of Canadianists.

Lecture tours by Polish and foreign professors, and invited Canadian artists  . All tours are co-financed by receiving universities and PACS. One of the objectives is to enable Polish students studying Canadian topics to participate in lectures of Canadian scholars.

PACS is part of the European Network for Canadian Studies (ENCS). The network has made a great contribution to develop the European dimension of Canadian Studies and to foster linkages among European Canadianists. PACS representatives regularly attend ENCS meetings and Polish Canadianists take active part in the conferences and seminars co-organized by the ENCS. PACS closely cooperates with Polish universities and Canadian studies centres helping organize academic conferences and triennial congresses, which have successfully served as forums of scholarly debate on Canada-related issues and on the condition of Canadian studies in Poland. These are events gathering also Canadianists from abroad. PACS also contributes to the publication costs of books and materials on Canada-related topics. Canadian Embassy in Warsaw has provided substantial assistance to PACS since the foundation of the Association, helping organize PACS congresses and other academic events and hosting almost all of PACS Executive meetings.

A Program Development Grant towards the organization of the 5th Congress of Polish Canadianists: Towards Critical Multiculturalism: Dialogues Between/Among Canadian Diasporas (Kraków, Poland October 7-9, 2010)  – the proposal came first in the grant competition.

Dorota Szczęsny (University of Silesia, Sosnowiec) took part in the 19th Seminar for Graduate Students In Canadian Studies took place on September 23-24, at the University of Milano.

Urszula Spolitakiewicz (Jagiellonian University, Kraków) was awarded the Nancy Burke Best M.A. Thesis Award for her thesis "United Church of Canada -- Historia, działalność,
problemy” [United Church of Canada -- History, Activities, Problems].

**Sabina Sweta Sen** (University of Silesia, Sosnowiec) was awarded the Nancy Burke Best M.A. Thesis Award for her thesis "Identities on the move: dance performance as the embodiment of culture and social organisation of the Tsimshian nation."

**Hanna Mrózek** (University of Silesia, Katowice/Sosnowiec) was awarded an honourable mention in the Nancy Burke Best M.A. Thesis Award for her thesis "Colonial and postcolonial representations of Potlatch ceremonies of the Kwakwaka’wakw First Nations in ethnographic and cinematic discourses."

**Student Mobility Program** – a grant received by Eugenia Sojka; research trip to Vancouver Island and Alert Bay Indian Reserve (5 March 2010 – 29 March 2010); project theme: "Transcultural dialogues between Canada and Poland. Educating for ethics of diversity." A report on the visit can be found at: http://www.viu.ca/mainly/page.asp?Story=&ID=1831

**Nancy Earle** (Memorial University of Newfoundland) – received an ICCS postdoctoral fellowship (September-December 2010).


**Jacek Mulczyk-Skarżyński** (Warsaw University) and Krystyna Martyńska (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań) took part in the EU-Canada Study Tour 2010.

**Justyna Cugowska** (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań) received a conference grant to take part in the 19th European Seminar for Graduate Students in Canadian Studies at the University of Milano at Sesto San Giovanni (Italy).

**Anna Branach-Kallas** (Nicolaus Copernicus University, Toruń) received a grant to organize Nancy Earle’s (Memorial University of Newfoundland) guest lecture "Land and Stage: Newfoundland and Labrador Literature and Culture"

**Magdalena Paluszkiewicz-Misiaczek** (Jagiellonian University, Kraków) received a grant to organize Nancy Earle’s (Memorial University of Newfoundland) guest lecture "Mapping Literary Print Culture: An Introduction to Canadian Literary History by the Regions."

**Anna Żurawska** (Nicolaus Copernicus University, Toruń) received a PACS library grant to do research at Bibliothèque Gaston Miron de la Délégation générale du Québec à Paris and Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris.

**Radosław Rybkowski** (Jagiellonian University, Kraków) was awarded a research grant under the **Faculty Enrichment Program**.

**Krzysztof Jarosz** (University of Silesia, Sosnowiec) was awarded a research grant under the **Faculty Research Program** (postponed until 2011-2012).

**Piotr Szwedo** (Jagiellonian University, Kraków) was awarded a research grant under the **Faculty Research Program**.

**Agnieszka Rzepa** (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań) received a PDG grant for the Canada Day (to be held in January 2011).

**Renata Jarzębowska-Sadkowska** (Nicolaus Copernicus University, Toruń) received a PDG grant for the Mars Francophone de Toruń (to be held in March 2011).

Literature is the dominant discipline. History and social sciences are also well-represented. Among PACS members one can find experts in Canadian theatre, cinema and media, Native issues (history, culture, literature, etc.), environmental issues, Canadian history and literature (both French and English), political sciences, linguistics, sociology, culture and identity studies, gender and immigration studies. PACS members are not only established scholars, but also PhD and graduate students, who constitute a majority of Polish Canadianists. Some members come from other countries like Ukraine, Romania, France or Canada. Due to PACS’s status as a non-profit association, the possibilities of financial development are quite limited. The annual grant received from Foreign Affairs Canada allows PACS to support the majority of its activities. The remaining part of the budget comes from the membership fees. Despite the limited budget, PACS provides scholarly assistance for its members through a developed

---

**11) Research / Recherches**

a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherches principaux et projets

b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies

c) outcomes / résultats
system of numerous grants and awards (mentioned above) which encourage active participation of all members in Canadianist activities. PACS also promotes grants and programs offered by ICCS-CIEC (FRP/FEP, Postdoctoral Fellowships, Graduate Student Scholarships) and the Government of Canada (Understanding Canada). Within a few months the fourth issue of Polish Journal of Canadian Studies TransCanadiana will be published. The book that follows the PACS Congress, which took place in October 2010, will also be out soon. We are planning to work on the further diversification of PACS activities and encourage new members and disciplines.

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir

TransCanadiana (Polish Journal of Canadian Studies), vol. 4: Changement du discours sur le Canada: croisements culturels et déplacements identitaires / Changing Discourses on Canada: at the Crossroads of Cultures and Identities.

Towards Critical Multiculturalism: Dialogues Between/Among Canadian Diasporas / Vers un multiculturalisme critique: dialogues entre les diasporas canadiennes. Ewelina Bujnowska, Marcin Gabryś, Tomasz Sikora (eds.)

7th Literature in English Symposium (Poznań, April 17th 2011): “Eyes deep with unfathomable histories”. The poetics and politics of magic realism today and in the past. The Symposium will gather scholar interested in literature in English with particular emphasis on Canadian Literature in English.

Canada Day at Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań (January 2011).
Mars Francophone de Toruń (March 2011).

13) Other / Autres
(agreeements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)

In 2010 the Polish Association for Canadian Studies became a full member of the ICCS.

In October 2010 a new PACS Executive was elected:

President - Prof. Krzysztof Jarosz
Deputy President - Dr Eugenia Sojka
Secretary - Dr Tomasz Sikora
Treasurer – Dr Marcin Gabryś
American Council for Québec Studies

1) President / Président

David Massell

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation

Year of ICCS Membership/Année d’adhésion CIEC

1981

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes (number/nombre)

136

4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)

5) Web site / Site Web

www.acqs.org

6) Activities / Activités

a) Academic / académiques

b) Outreach (Promotion & Publicity / Promotion et publicité)

c) Cultural / culturelles

The 2010 biennial conference “La Francophonie Américaine/the French North American Experience: Tributaries and Confluences” held in Burlington, Vermont, November 2010, was a resounding success. Fifty panels on a wide range of interdisciplinary topics were well-attended. Plenary highlights included a Québec Government sponsored reception at the historic Billings Library on the University of Vermont campus, with distinguished participation by Vermont Governor James Douglas as well as Ministre des relations internationales Mme Monique Gagnon-Tremblay, a keynote opening address by eminent political scientist Alain Gagnon, the book launch for Quebec Questions: Quebec Studies for the Twenty-First Century (Oxford 2011), readings by Franco-American writers and poets, and a performance of Inuit throat singing.

7) Publications

(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

Québec Studies journal (twice annually)

Newsletter (twice annually)

8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes

(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Evénements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

Québec Outreach Workshops: one-day seminars for junior faculty and graduate students held at the University of Southern California in February 2010, and at Notre Dame University in May 2010.

Colloquium for New U.S.-Based Scholars Focusing on Québec: held in conjunction with the Burlington, Vermont conference; 12 doctoral candidates and junior faculty were selected to present their research projects and receive feedback from senior faculty.

9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

The Québec Outreach Workshops were co-sponsored by ACQS, the Ministère des relations internationales, the Association international d’études québécoises, the University of Southern California, and Notre Dame University.

The Colloquium for New U.S.-Based Scholars Focusing on Québec was co-sponsored by ACQS, the State University of New York Plattsburgh Institute for Québec Studies and McGill University’s Québec Studies Program.

10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l’association. Prix reçus par les membres de l’association

(including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

Graduate Student Grant Program (co-sponsored by ACQS, the Ministère des relations internationales, and the Association international d’études québécoises): $5000 for extended doctoral research in Québec awarded to Robert Sapp, Department of Romance Languages, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
2010 Prix du Québec awarded to Roseanna Dufault, Department of Modern Languages, Ohio Northern University. Mme Monique Gagnon-Tremblay, Ministre des relations internationales, made the presentation at the 2010 ACQS conference in Burlington, Vermont.

All areas related to the history, literature, politics, and cultures of Québec and francophone North America.

November 2012 conference in Sarasota, Florida.
### 1) President / Président
Serge Jaumain

### 2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation
1982

### 3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes (number/nombre)
1

### 4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)
Individual/Individuel : 50

### 5) Web site / Site Web
www.ulb.ac.be/cena

### 6) Activities / Activités

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Academic / académiques</td>
<td>Colloques internationaux coorganisés par le CENA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Outreach (Promotion and publicity) / (Promotion et publicité parmi les non-spécialistes et les professionnels)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Cultural / culturelles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### a) Académiques

1. 11 mars 2010 *Les Inuit du Nunavut et du Nunavik : Gouvernance et cogestion* (coorganisation avec le laboratoire d’anthropologie des mondes contemporains)

2. 19-20 avril 2010 *Les élites dans la ville : groupes sociaux et (re)composition urbain XVIIe-XXe siècles* (coorganisé avec l’ARC « les élites dans la ville »)

3. 4-7 mai 2010 *Tools of the Sacred, Techniques of the Secular: Awakening, Epiphany, Apocalypse and Doubt in Contemporary English-Language Verse* (coorganisé avec le département de langues et littératures modernes)

4. 27-29 mai 2010 *Fédéralisme, environnement et intégration régionale. Regards crois sur la Belgique et le Canada* (coorganisé avec les Centres de Droit public de l’ULB et de l’Université de Montréal)

5. Décembre 2010 *Entretiens d’artistes. Musique, cinéma et Arts plastiques* (coorganisé avec le réseau international d’écrits de compositeurs – 8 conférenciers québécois)

6. 24-25 février 2011 *Les archives d’architecture en Communauté française : quelle politique* (collaboration avec la faculté d’architecture, conférence introductive sur les concours au Québec)

7. Février-Mai 2011 *La construction des identités nationales* (cycle de 6 conférences)

8. 20-22 avril 2011 *Etre gouverné au 20e siècle. Quatrième congrès international du réseau francophone des associations de science politique* (en collaboration avec l’association belge de sciences politiques)

9. 28-29 avril 2011 *Spectacle vivant et interdiscipline* (coorganisé avec l’Unité de recherche en information et communication et l’association internationale pour la sémiologie du spectacle)

#### Accueil de chercheurs
Le CENA a accueilli plusieurs canadianistes de passage à Bruxelles.
b) Outreach
La bibliothèque du CENA (7000 ouvrages sur le Canada) est en libre accès pour les chercheurs et le grand public.

Le congrès du réseau des associations de sciences politiques (avril 2011) a bénéficié d’une grosse couverture dans la presse.

7) Publications
(books, journals, proceedings, etc./ livres, revues, actes, etc.)

Articles publiés par des membres du CENA


8) Activités des jeunes
(Événements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

9) Collaborative activities
between associations / centres / local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations / centres / mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

- Echange annuel de jeunes doctorants avec le Groupe d’histoire de Montréal (dirigé par B. Young – Mc Gill) pour une série de conférence à Bruxelles et Montréal
- Paiement de billets d’avion pour les doctorants et mémorants effectue des recherches au Canada ou participent à des colloques

- Nombreuses rencontres (déjeuners etc.) avec des personnalités canadiennes de passage.
- Nombreux contacts avec l’ambassade du Canada
10) Bourses offertes par l’association / Prix reçus par les membres de l’association (y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

- La Bourse Pierre Savard paie chaque année un à deux billets d’avion à un étudiant pour faire un séjour de recherche au Canada dans le cadre de la préparation de son mémoire de licence.

11) Research / Recherches

a) principal areas and projects /domaines de recherches principaux et projets
b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
c) outcomes / résultats

- Tourisme et représentation du Canada dans les guides touristiques ;
- Poésie et théâtre canadien anglais ;
- Littérature québécoise et acadienne ;
- Fédéralisme comparé ;
- Art inuit ;
- Art rupestre dans le bouclier canadien
- Études comparées de Montréal et de Bruxelles
- Étude sur la pollution de l’eau en Europe et au Canada
- Recherches comparées sur l’intégration des immigrants
- Processus de réformes électorales
- Diffusion du livre au Québec

b) objectifs et stratégies

- Augmenter les collaborations de recherche (et les cotutelles de thèse),
- Participer à de grosses demandes de subventions de recherches au Canada et en Europe, en collaboration avec des équipes canadiennes.
- Participation active aux demandes de projets européens via le réseau européen d’études canadiennes.
- Accueil de collègue en sabbatique
- Encouragement de post-doc à l’ULB

c) résultats

- Une thèse sur les politiques publiques de Montréal et Bruxelles est financée pendant quatre ans par la Région bruxelloise est en voie de finalisation.
- Une nouvelle thèse de doctorat est en cours sur les Acadiens installés aux Etats-Unis
- Une thèse sur le féminisme et la littérature québécoise a été entamée en septembre 2010
- Une thèse en cotutelle avec l’université de Montréal sur l’histoire des femmes chefs d’entreprise a été entreprise avec l’Université de Montréal
- Participations à des demandes de fonds européen via le réseau européen d’études canadiennes

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir

Colloques prévus en 2011-2012 :
- Le concept de « liberté » au Canada et en Europe XIXe-XXe siècle
- *Reasonable accommodations*
- Regards catholiques sur les capitales : Bruxelles, Paris, Rome, Québec (XIXe-XXe siècles)

13) Other / Autres

(agreements, important news, etc. / accords, nouveautés, etc.)

Le Centre d’études canadiennes est devenu le CENA, Centre d’études nord-américaines (Canada-Etats-Unis-Mexique). C’est ainsi le plus gros centre transdisciplinaire de la Faculté de Philosophie et Lettres.

Serge Jaumain, Directeur du CENA est par ailleurs Vice-Recteur aux relations internationales de l’ULB. Dans cadre de nombreux contacts avec les universités canadiennes sont organisées. Il organise en mai 2011 une mission de tous les recteurs des universités francophones à Vancouver et Victoria.
# Catedra de Estudios sobre Canada, Universidad de La Habana

**1) President / Président**  
Beatriz Díaz

**2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation**  
1994

**Year of ICCS Membership/Année d’adhésion CIEC**  
2001

**3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes (number/nombre)**  
7

**4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)**  
559

**5) Web site / Site Web**  
http://www.flacso.uh.cu/cecan  
http://www.wefla.org  
www.ceces.upr.edu.cu

**6) Activities / Activités**

- **a) Academic / académiques**

  - Conferences
    
    X conference on Canadian Studies, University of Havana, February 21 to 24, 2011: Inaugurated by HE Matthew Levin, Canadian Ambassador in Havana and Yohana Tablada, Deputy Director, North American Division, Cuban Ministry of Foreing Affairs. 50 papers were presented by scholars and students from the Canadian universities of Alberta, Dalhousie, McMaster, The Royal Military College, Trent and York, as well as from the Argentinian university of Cuyo, the University of Rosario, in Colombia and 11 Cuban universities (Ciego de Avila, Havana, Holguin, Las Villas, Matanzas, Pinar del Rio, Oriente, The Higher Institute for Foreign Relations, the Medical University of Holguin, and the Pedagogical Universities of Havana and Holguin. M. Mateo Barney, Second Secretary, Canadian Embassy, attended the conference and presented a paper on "Opportunities for Canada – Cuba Relations". Representatives from the Cuban Ministries of External Relations, External Cooperation, Culture and Tourism also attended the conference, several of them presenting papers.

    First Colloquium on Multicultural Canada, Multiculturalism and Multicultural Education, University of Matanzas, February 23 to 25, 2011: Researchers and scholars from Canada, Argentina, China and Spain participated in the event, as well as scholars and students from the Cuban universities of Matanzas and Oriente. Six University of Matanzas students presented papers which were part of their on-going term papers.

    V Conference on Canadian Studies, University of Oriente, April 5 to 7, 2011: The conference was attended by outstanding scholars from the Augustana Campus, University of Alberta, who gave lectures and presented several papers. Scholars from the Cuban universities of Havana, Ciego de Avila, Las Villas and Holguin also presented their research results. Students’ participation was remarkable: 8 students respectively from the universities of Alberta and Oriente presented papers.

    - Canada – Cuba University Collaboration

Canadian Studies Centers in Cuba have agreements or active academic collaboration with several Canadian universities: Alberta, Acadia, Dalhousie, Laval, McMaster, Sherbrooke, Simon Fraser, Trent, Waterloo, Western Ontario, Windsor and York.

- **b) Outreach / Publicité**

Our academic activities are broadly promoted by Cuban national and provincial media. During the University of Havana X conference...
Canadian Studies, interviews with the Canadian Ambassador HE Matthew Levin and the president of the UH Canadian Studies Center were broadcasted at the National TV News Noon and “Radio Clock”. The same occurs with provincial TV and radio stations on the occasion of provincial academic activities.

c) Cultural
Club of Friends of the Québec Song, Pedagogical University of Havana, 80 members.
Visual Arts Exhibition “Similar yet Different” by Jude Caborn and Pinar del Rio local artists.
“Alicia Alonso and the Cuban National Ballet in Canada”, by Miriam Vila, CNB staff.
“Arcand and Cronemberg, Two Emblematic Canadian Film Makers” by Joel del Rio, Arts Critic, “Juventud Rebelde” National newspaper.
Several activities by the Canada – Cuba Literary Alliance.
Celebration of the Canada Day with cultural activities in Cuban universities.

7) Publications
(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

“Cuba – Canada Academic Collaboration and Friendship: a Treasure Within” TEACHER 0841-9574

8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes
(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Événements, domaines d’enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d’étudiants, etc.)

Teaching
Diploma Course «Introduction to Canadian Studies» 3rd Edition. 12 students presented their final papers at the Workshop 5th Anniversary of Canadian Studies, University of Holguin, November 29, 2010.
Course on Multiculturalism and Multicultural Education, University of Matanzas, 6 term papers finished.
Sujets de Memoire et de Maitrise sur “Les Belles Soeurs”, de Michel Tremblay, trios romans de Anne Hébert et le français québecois, Département de Langue Française, University of Havana.
MA Theses finished: “Representation pf the Chinese – Canadian Cultural Identity through the Use of Alusion in the novel Jade Peony”.

Student Exchanges
Canadian studies centers at the universities of Havana, Holguin and Oriente receive Canadian students every year. They receive credits in their Canadian universities for the courses taken in Cuba.

Student Contests
Call for the contest on Québec Studies “Pierre Le Moyne d’Iberville” at the Pedagogical University of Havana.
Contest Understanding Canada. Students at UO participated writing essays on different Canadian topics. Three papers were selected and prized in the V Seminar

Other Youth Activities
Students’ Scientific Seminar, University of Pinar del Rio, March, 2011
The 7 Canadian Studies Centers are integrated in the Cuban University Network on Canadian Studies. All Network members regularly participate in academic activities organized by different centers. The Network celebrated its annual meeting on February 25, 2011. M. Mateo Barney, Second Secretary of the Canadian Embassy, attended the meeting.
Cuban canadianists are also represented in the ICCS and RELEC.
Members of the Canadian Government mission regularly take part in the Canadian Studies Centers’ activities.
10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l'association. Prix reçus par les membres de l'association
   (including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

   4 FEP / FRP were received by Cuban scholars in 2010-2011

11) Research / Recherches
   a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherches principaux et projets
   b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
   c) outcomes / résultats

   Research Main Topics
   Canadian Relations with Latin America and Cuba
   Canadian Economy, Society, History and Education
   Gender Studies,
   Environmental Studies,
   Canadian Literature,
   Peace and Security

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir

   XI Conference on Canadian Studies,
   University of Havana, February 20 to 23, 2012
   Main Theme: Canadian Co-operatives
   Celebrating the United Nations Organization “International Year of Co-operatives”

   As every year, almost 2 million persons participated in the “Terry Fox Hope Marathon”, which takes place simultaneously in all Cuban municipalities. Cuba is the second country in the world, after Canada, in the number of participants in the Marathon.

13) Other / Autres
   (agreements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)

   As every year, almost 2 million persons participated in the “Terry Fox Hope Marathon”, which takes place simultaneously in all Cuban municipalities. Cuba is the second country in the world, after Canada, in the number of participants in the Marathon.
Chilean Association for Canadian Studies
Asociación Chilena de Estudios Canadienses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) President / Président</th>
<th>SERGIO STANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of ICCS Membership/Année d'adhésion Ciec</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d'études canadiennes (number/nombre)</td>
<td>1 (nation wide)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)</td>
<td>150 (not all paying their membership) (see Annex 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Web site / Site Web</td>
<td><a href="http://www.acheca.cl">www.acheca.cl</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6) Activities / Activités</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Academic / académiques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Outreach (Promotion &amp; Publicity / Promotion et publicité)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Cultural / culturelles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The sponsorship for the presence of Canadian experts across the country (see detailed list, Annex 2)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7) Publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Book : CUADERNOS DE LA ASOCIACION CHILENA DE ESTUDIOS CANADIENSES, VOL. 1, N°1 (ISBN 978-956-8258-03-0, August 2010)*


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Evénements, domaines d'enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d'étudiants, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ACHECA has a very close relation with the Canadian embassy, with mutual cooperation.*

*Some ACHECA members were rewarded by the Ambassador for their commitment to Canadian Studies.*

| 9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada |

*ACHECA has a very close relation with the Canadian embassy, with mutual cooperation.*

*Some ACHECA members were rewarded by the Ambassador for their commitment to Canadian Studies.*
10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l’association. Prix reçus par les membres de l’association (including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

- 2 FRP Grants (Bernardita Blasco, Ximena Tocornal)
- 1 DSRA Grant (Gonzalo Miranda)

11) Research / Recherches
   a) principal areas and projects / domaines de recherches principaux et projets
   b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
   c) outcomes / résultats

- Canadian studies are basically multidisciplinary. This is the emphasis ACHECA wants to improve.
- To promote the interest in Canada and Canadian Studies.
- More and more academics are getting involved with Canadian Studies, although (still) only few of them are doing strong research.

12) Up-coming activities & events / Activités & événements à venir

- VII CONGRESS ON CANADIAN STUDIES (September 2011)
- Other meetings over the year (see detailed list, Annex 3)

13) Other / Autres
   (agreements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)

ACHECA signed a collaboration agreement with Universidad de Los Lagos

ANNEX 2 : Canadian experts visited Chile

ACHECA hosted the presence of U. Toronto’s professor MICHAEL INAWA (May 2010), promoter of Kawa model, who attended a conference at Escuela de Terapia Ocupacional Universidad Mayor (Santiago) and a journey referred to clinical therapy at Escuela de Terapia Ocupacional Universidad Austral (Valdivia)

ACHECA hosted the presence of Canadian architect STEVE COHLMeyer, (Oct. 2010), founder of Cohlmeyer Architects Ltd, Winnipeg, Manitoba. Mr. Cohlmeyer attended the VI Encounter for Sustainable Construction, organized by the Cámara Chilena de la Construcción, and made a presentation at Escuela de Arquitectura Universidad de las Américas (Santiago).
ACHECA hosted the visit of Canadian architect BIRGIT SIBER (Oct. 2010), staff member of Diamond & Schmitt Architects, Toronto, Ontario. She is an expert in sustainable design.

She was key speaker at the I Journey for Sustainable Architectural Design organized by Escuela de Arquitectura Universidad UCINF (Santiago). Mrs. Siber also presented her works at Escuela de Arquitectura Universidad Católica (Santiago).

ACHECA hosted the presence of Canadian professor ROBERT RENAUD (Oct. 2010), Education and Phsycology Dept., U. Manitoba, who attended a meeting on education organized by Universidad de Playa Ancha (Valparaiso) presenting the Canadian educational system. Mr. Renaud also attended a conference on Canadian high education at Facultad de Administración y Economía Universidad de Santiago de Chile.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>PLACE</th>
<th>CANADIAN SUPPORT</th>
<th>CANADIAN GUESTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APRIL</td>
<td>GENERAL ASSEMBLY</td>
<td>ANNUAL AICHECA GENERAL ASSEMBLY</td>
<td>To be defined</td>
<td>ASSISTANCE PROGRAM</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRIL 26th</td>
<td>CONFERENCE</td>
<td>&quot;TEACHING THE FUTURE&quot;</td>
<td>SANTIAGO COLLEGE</td>
<td>LEADERSHIP GRANT</td>
<td>Luigi Iannacci, PhD, Associate Professor, School of Education (Trent University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY 10th</td>
<td>REGIONAL CONFERENCE</td>
<td>&quot;PRODUCTIVE ENTREPRENEURSHIP, LOCAL DEVELOPMENT, SOCIAL ECONOMY&quot;</td>
<td>UFRO TEMUCO</td>
<td>CONFERENCE GRANT</td>
<td>Ernesto Molina, research advisor and board advisor at Quebec's Cooperation and Mutuality Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY 10th</td>
<td>EVENT</td>
<td>CANADA CORNER at UFRO, Temuco</td>
<td>UFRO TEMUCO</td>
<td>Canadian ambassador</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY 11th</td>
<td>CONFERENCE</td>
<td>CONFERENCE (title to be defined)</td>
<td>UNIV. HUMAN CRISTIANO</td>
<td>CONFERENCE GRANT</td>
<td>Ernesto Molina, research advisor and board advisor at Quebec's Cooperation and Mutuality Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY 12th</td>
<td>CONFERENCE</td>
<td>CONFERENCE (title to be defined)</td>
<td>USACH</td>
<td>CONFERENCE GRANT</td>
<td>Ernesto Molina, research advisor and board advisor at Quebec's Cooperation and Mutuality Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNE</td>
<td>CONFERENCE</td>
<td>&quot;ENTREPRENEURSHIP: A VISION FROM UNIVERSITY&quot;</td>
<td>U. LOS LAGOS</td>
<td>LEADERSHIP GRANT</td>
<td>To be defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNE, 15-16th</td>
<td>COLLOQUIUM</td>
<td>&quot;COLLOQUIUM&quot;</td>
<td>UNIVERSIDAD DE CHILE</td>
<td>LEADERSHIP GRANT</td>
<td>Alfonso de Toro, professor Dept. of English Literature U. of Manitoba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPTEMBER 5-10th</td>
<td>CONGRESS</td>
<td>VII CHILENE CONGRESS ON</td>
<td>To be defined</td>
<td>CONFERENCE GRANT</td>
<td>Jane Kouestes, Dept. of Modern Languages and Literature (Brock University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTOBER 20-21st</td>
<td>SYMPOSIUM</td>
<td>GOVERNANCE AND TERRITORIAL CHANGE</td>
<td>UFRO PUCON</td>
<td>CONFERENCE GRANT</td>
<td>Laingtre Moss, PhD in Geography, Director Centre for Amenity Migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTOBER</td>
<td>CONFERENCE</td>
<td>URBAN PLANNING STRATEGIES</td>
<td>UNICAC</td>
<td>LEADERSHIP GRANT</td>
<td>Luc Gagnon, Chef de division-urbanisme, Montreal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVEMBER 23-24-25th</td>
<td>ENCOUNTER</td>
<td>ANNUAL ENFA MEETING</td>
<td>UFRO PUCON</td>
<td>LEADERSHIP GRANT</td>
<td>To be defined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

77
Canadian Studies Centre in Paraguay
Centre d’études canadiennes au Paraguay

1) President / Président
Stael Ruffinelli de Ortiz, M.A.

2) Year of Foundation / Année de fondation
Year of ICCS Membership/Année d’adhésion CIEC
August 2005, legally constituted.
May 31st 2008.

3) Canadian Studies Centres / Centres d’études canadiennes (number/nombre)
1

4) Members / Membres (number/nombre)
260

5) Web site / Site Web
www.centroparaguayocanadiense.org

6) Activities / Activités
a) Academic / académiques
On February 16th, 2010 Dr. Heather Lotherington, from the University of York, Canada, gave a lecture on “Teaching of English Language and Literacy in multimodal projects: new texts and new learning opportunities” Dr. Lotherington talked about the project that, along with her colleagues, has been developing in Joyce public school in Toronto, for the last seven years.

On February 25th., 2010, Dr. Douglas Pickering presented the seminar "Date Mining student Records with a goal of improving retention" for the administrators of various local universities.

On February 24th, 2010. Dr. Erwin Warkentin of Memorial University, Canadá gave a seminar in Asunción on the topic "Important Elements for the Elaboration of a Thesis". Dr. Warkentin clarified several students doubts and queries about their thesis papers.

On Saturday March 27th, Dr. Dominic Ladrie presented “Québec: History and Culture” for the students of the Institute Stael Ruffinelli de Ortiz-English from the levels Intermediate to Advanced. Dr. Ladrie spoke about the differences and similarities between the Canadian culture, particularly from the French-speaking area from which he comes, and our culture in an interesting and entertaining way.

On May 24, 2010, Dr. Amanda Huculak gave a presentation titled "Community and Local Economic Development Initiatives: An Organic Approach to Creating Sustainable Communities"

Her presentation detailed the importance of establishing a balance between past and present techniques to create sustainable economic opportunities for communities. Sustainable community development will become an organic process by combining elements of traditional knowledge and skills with science and research, preservation, education and new technologies. The presentation also focused on using an organic approach to create healthy sustainable communities. This can be achieved by linking traditional/local values and cultures; environmental sustainability and conservation; education; spontaneous tourism; and new technologies to enhance visitor experiences.
On October 18th, 2010, Dr. Robert Renaud gave a presentation on: "Assessing Learners with Special Needs" at the Stael Ruffinelli de Ortiz-English Institute.

On November 5th, 2010, Mr. Brian Long, former Vice-President Commonwealth of Learning, from Canada gave a presentation at the Universidad Americana on "International Cultural Relations as a Foreign policy Instrument: the Canadian Experience".

7) Publications
(books, journals, proceedings, etc./livres, revues, actes, etc.)

8) Youth Activities / Activités des jeunes
(Events, teaching areas and resource development, theses, student exchanges, etc./Evénements, domaines d'enseignement et développement des supports, thèses, échanges d'étudiants, etc.)

9) Collaborative activities between associations, centres, local Canadian Government mission / Activités entre associations, centres, mission locale du Gouvernement du Canada

10) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l'association. Prix reçus par les membres de l'association
(including student grants/awards / y compris les bourses / prix pour les étudiants)

11) Research / Recherches
a) principal areas and projects /domaines de recherches principaux et projets
b) aims and strategies / objectifs et stratégies
c) outcomes / résultats

---

Establishment of the Conservation Centre (PTI)
Accompanied by the Executive Coordination Division and officials from Itaipu Technology Park (PTI), the Paraguayan side, a group of Canadian and local environmental professionals begun on May 16th, several activities under the agreement "Conservation Centre" signed by Itaipu Binational and representatives of the University of Manitoba in Canada. The Agreement provides de establishment of a “Conservation Centre” that will have as its main activity to elaborate and implement projects destined for the Environment and to the development of neighboring communities of the influence zones of Itaipu.

To this end, Dr. David Walker, the project leader, and the expert in community development-through-sustainable-tourism Amanda Huculak, both from Canada, and also Mr. Ian Jarvis from Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, have sought to know the field where the plan will be implemented.
Dr. Aveiro manifested that he had been conversing with leaders from various Indian Groups, to whom it was informed about the future jobs that eventually be performed along the foreign experts.

Besides these activities, Mr. Ian Jarvis from Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada will present a proposal from the Canadian Government to Itaipu, so that Paraguay can engage in an agricultural crop monitoring program. Aveiro manifested that such an enterprise has taken place in China, Argentina, México and Canadá, and that Paraguay wants to be part of this group. “We're going to be having meetings with the Universidad Nacional del Este (UNE), with the Facultad de Agronomía, to explain to them (or their managers) what this project consists of, and that it'll be a great improvement for the country”, said.

Canada Week in Asuncion. 50 Years of friendship in the frame of the Bicentennial.
- Conference « Education, Children's Rights and Democracy »
- Seminar on Education
- Celebration of the Francophonie, with photographic exposition by François-Régis Fournier and Sergio Reyna and the play « El Ogrito/ L'Ogrelet » written by Suzanne Lebeau.

Other seminars
- Bonny Norton, from the University of British Columbia, «Hybrid identities and language learning»
- Luigi Iannacci, from Trent University, «A Critical Examination of Pathologizing Processes in Language and Literacy Education» and «Reconceptualising Assessment in Early Childhood Education: Pedagogical Documentation and Asset-oriented Ways of Understanding Children's Literacies»

II Conference of the Americas: Paraguay- Canada Partnership in Development in August
13) Other / Autres  (agreements, important news, etc./accords, nouveautés, etc.)

Signing of the following Agreements:
Between the Paraguayan Centre for Canadian Studies and the Universidad Americana and between the Paraguayan Centre for Canadian Studies and the Universidad Metropolitana de Asunción.

Mr. Andrés Benkő, president of the Universidad Americana, Mrs. Stael Ruffinelli, president of the Paraguayan Centre for Canadian Studies and Mr. Brian Long, during the signing of the Cooperation Agreement.

Dinner in Honor of Ambassador Tim Martin
A dinner was offered in honor of the Ambassador Tim Martin at the salón Fundadores from the Club Centenario. At this occasion there was also the launch of the Paraguayan-Canadian Chamber of Commerce.

Dinner in Honor of the Honorable Peter Kent P.C.M.P
Ambassador Tim Martin offered a dinner in honor to the Honorable Peter Kent P.C.M.P Minister of State of Foreign Affairs (Americas). The President from the Paraguayan Centre for Canadian Studies was invited to welcome the Minister to our country and to project future endeavors between Paraguay and Canadá.

Mr. Mary Rose Political Consultant from the Canadian Embassy, Mr. Juan Speratti Honorary Consul of Canada, Mr. Ambassador Tim Martin, Mr. Jorge Lara Castro Vice-Councellor of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Gerardo Duré President of the Cámara Paraguayo Canadiense de Comercio, Mrs. Stael Ruffinelli de Ortiz President of the Paraguayan Centre for Canadian Studies, Dr. James Connett Executive Board Member of the Paraguayan Centre for Canadian Studies.

Mr. Andrés Benkő, president of the Universidad Americana, Mrs. Stael Ruffinelli, president of the Paraguayan Centre for Canadian Studies and Mr. Brian Long, during the signing of the Cooperation Agreement.

Mr. Ambassador Tim Martin, Mr. Jorge Lara Castro Vice-Councellor of Foreign Affairs, Mr. José Luis Ortíz Carrón, Mr. Juan Speratti Honorary Consul of Canada, Mrs. Stael Ruffinelli de Ortíz President of the Paraguayan Centre for Canadian Studies